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Key facts 

Participants: eighteen trainers in occupational safety and health from different levels and regions in China 
Interpreters: two interpreters (English-Chinese) 
Time: 9:00- 12:30 in the morning; 13:30- 17:00 in the afternoon 
Moderation: Mr. Jan Michie! Meeuwsen (JM) and Mrs Siihendan Adigiizel van Zoelen (SA), see pen profiles below and their more elaborated resumes 
Location: Hoofddorp, The Netherlands 

Objectives of the program 

On completion of this train-the trainer program, participants should: 
• have knowledge of the issues relating to adult learning 
• be able to conduct a training needs analysis 
• be able to identify the different learning strategies and teaching methods which are applicable in participatory training sessions 
• be able to design a short training course, using appropriate learning strategies 
• be able to develop and deliver a training courses 
• be able to conduct an evaluation of a training course 
• have knowledge on state of the art innovation in learning methodologies such as serious gaming 
• have experienced and witnessed examples of occupational heath and safety training in Dutch enterprises 
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Additional information on the program 

This train-the-trainer program follows a proven and well-designed format used earlier by TNO at similar projects. All participants will receive a workbook in 
which six sections follow the process of designing a training course in a logical way. In the given program the six headings in blue are mentioned and 
described briefly. These headings relate directly to the workbook. This workbook introduces small and large activities to be performed on the spot by the 
participants guided by the trainers. The workbook will be translated in Chinese and available to use freely by the participants after their return to China. 

A small and concise application form in Chinese will be sent to all participants in advance in order to assess their present role and position and their 
experience and needs in OSH training. 

Furthermore, some guest lecturers on specific topics have been invited and two visits to enterprises are foreseen to see OSH training of workers in practice. 

Finally, the participants will be given a small personal log book to collect their main findings and share it with one another and the trainers. 

Trainers 

Our two trainers who design and deliver the train-the-trainer program are highly experienced OSH professionals working together in several OSH related 
activities. Both have a thorough background in OSH and ample experience in conducting train-the-trainer sessions for several target groups coming from 
ministries, inspection authorities or OSH professionals 

Jan Michie) Meeuwsen (JM) has a Master's degree on Dutch language and literature and a Bachelor's degree on English language and 
literature. Later, when joining TNO (a large research institute in The Netherlands), he qualified with additional studies as a senior expert 
in occupational safety and health (OSH), human resources management, training and learning methodologies and impact assessment and 
evaluation methodologies, as applied in several projects in new member states and in The Netherlands. Jan Michie! works as an 
international senior consultant and currently holds a position as manager international affairs at TNO Healthy Living. 
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In The Netherlands, Jan Michiel has worked in many projects for individual enterprises and branch organisations in the field of working conditions, health 
and safety at work and human resources management. As from 1994 he also became active in international projects, mainly in Central and Eastern European 
countries. In these projects he assisted respective Ministries of Labour and their enforcement agencies with the preparation of accession to the European 
Union or benchmarking with best practices in the EU. 

Recently, Jan Michiel assisted Croatia in a similar pre accession process and he worked with national authorities in Azerbaijan, Turkey and Estonia on OSH 
policy evaluation and development. In Turkey, Jan Michiel finished a MATRA project (Dutch bi-lateral funding) in 2011. In this project the Turkish Ministry 
of Labour and Social Security received assistance with a gap analysis concerning health and safety legislation and the position of occupational safety and 
health services within Turkey. The project outcome contributed to the final adoption of the new Health and Safety Act in Turkey last June 2012. 

In Turkey in 2013, Jan Michiel started the so called FERROSH project. A project on occupational health in the Turkish metal sector implemented by MESS 
(the Turkish metal employer's organisaton). In his projects he frequently introduces train-the-trainer approaches as the best proven multiplier effect to assure 
that new knowledge can be transferred to more target groups. 

Siihendan Adigiizel-van Zoelen (SA) is a Medical Doctor and she did her PhD on Medical Pharmacology. She worked as a researcher, 
trainer and laboratory manager. She gave lectures to Turkish medical doctors to prepare them to the National Medical Board Exams. 
Later, she qualified as GLP (Good Laboratory Practise) Inspector. During her position at the Public Health Institution of Turkey, she 
studied as a senior consultant in the field of Public Health. She also worked in several projects including EU and World Bank funded 
projects. Recently, Suhendan was qualified as an occupational physician and worked as head of OSH department within the Ministry of 
Health in Ankara. She was the contact person for national and international relationships in the field of OSH and arranged a lot of 
trainings for workers. Presently she is active as the liaison officer for TNO in Turkey. 
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Siihendan is also a certified occupational physician and first aid instructor. She worked as the head of OSH Department at the National Public Health 
Institution of Turkey starting from 2009 and established an OSH management system for the Institution in line with EU requirements in the field of OSH. She 
prepared 'Techniques for Safe Working in laboratories' and 'Waste Management', Guidelines for the workers of National Public Health Institution. Those 
documents were used also as additional materials during interactive trainings of personnel. 

In February 2013 she attended the 3rd International Strategy Conference on Occupational Health and Safety in Dresden, Germany. Together with Jan Michie] 
Meeuwsen she recently published an article in MERCEK (2013/01) Yiiriitmeden YOnetime; Kurululardaki Salk ve Giivenlik artlarnn yiletirilmesini 
Etkilemenin Yollar. In this magazine of the Turkish metal employer's organisation a more integrated approach is suggested to adapt national policies on OSH 
to the EU acquis communautaire in health and safety at work. She also conducted OHSAS 18001- Occupational Health and Safety Management System and 
ISO 14001:2004 -Environment Management System inspections at hospitals and Public Health Institution of Turkey. 

She is also active in the FERROSH project. A project on occupational health in the Turkish metal sector. In her projects she frequently introduced train-the
trainer approaches as the best proven multiplier effect to assure that new knowledge can be transferred to more target groups. Moreover, she was qualified as 
a trainer specifically for train-the-trainer courses. 
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09.00- I Opening I Presentation I An impression of hospitality amongst the I JM + SA 
09.10 participants creating an open and friendly Welcome at TNO 

atmosphere in order to perform 
substantial and constructive work during 
the cornin two weeks 

09.10- Introduction of participants (role, Questions & Answers; interactive All participants and trainers are more ISA 
09.45 resoonsibility) dialogue acquainted to one another 

09.45- I Inventory of expectations from the Inventory on one flip Agreement on joined expectations that ISA 
10.30 participants are viable and the rules on which we will 

I Definition training ground rules 
work together 

10.30- Coffee/tea break 
11.00 

11.00- Explanation of the program and Presentation and interactive dialogue All participants fully understand the IJM 
11.45 related materials program and what is expected from them 

11.45- Introduction TNO, its role on Presentation and Questions & All participants understand the scope of I JM + Paulien Bongers 
12.30 occupational safety and health in The Answers work of TNO in the field of OSH in the (Innovation Director TNO) 

Netherlands Netherlands and abroad 

12.30- I Lunch 
13.30 
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13.30- I Communication skills I Practi.cal demonstration and I The participants realise the I SA, 30 slides 
14.15 exercises differences in verbal, non-verbal 

communication and the peculiarities 
of intercultural communication 

14.15- Issues relating to Adult Leaming Workbook study mixed with The participants understand the I JM, activity 1 + 2, slides 
15.00 (section 1) practical activities/exercises and differences of adult learning as 1-15 

Differences between adults' and interactive learning dialogues to opposed to learning processes of 

children's attitude and backgrounds reflect upon the reading. children and adolescents 

in leamin 

15.00- I Coffee/tea break 
15.30 

15.30- I Issues relating to Adult Leaming Workbook study mixed with The participants realise the most I SA, activity 3 + table, 
16.15 (section 1) practical activities/exercises and important issues to take into account slides 16-30 

Identification of issues which interactive learning dialogues to when performing a training for adults 

distin ish adult learniniY reflect upon the reading. 

16.15- Issues relating to Adult Leaming Workbook study mixed with The participants realise the I JM, activity 4, 
17.00 (section 1) practical activities/exercises and consequences of adult learning issues 

The issues relevant to adult learning interactive learning dialogues to to take into account when designing 

in the micro training session to be reflect upon the reading. their final assignment of this train-

reoared for the final assiimment the-trainer program 
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09.00- I Warming-up activity 
09.10 

I Physically activating exercise, 
Tai Chi 

I The participant's metabolism, blood flow I One of the Chinese 
and endocrine glands have been activated participants 
to start a new day full of energy© 

09.10- Issues relating to Adult Learning Workbook study mixed with All participants have tested their I SA, self-assessment test 
09.45 (section 1) practical activities/exercises and understanding of the workbook 

Self-assessment interactive learning dialogues to 
reflect upon the reading. 

section that has been closed 

09.45- Conducting a training needs Workbook study mixed with Participants realise that not in all JM, activity 5, slides 32-
10.30 analysis (section 2) practical activities/exercises and situations training is a solution and 33 +video 

Is training always a solution? interactive learning dialogues to other measures are more appropriate 
reflect upon the reading. to solve a oroblem 

10.30- I Coffee/tea break 
11.00 

11.00- Conducting a training needs Workbook study mixed with Participants have become more SA, activity 6, slides 34-
11.45 analysis (section 2) practical activities/exercises and acquainted with a well know method 35 

Task analysis matrix method interactive learning dialogues to to design training courses 
reflect uoon the readim!. 
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11.45-
12.30 

Conducting a training needs 
analysis (section 2) 

The difference between knowledge, 
skills and attitude in needs analysis 

12.30- I Lunch 
13.30 

13.30-
15.00 

Guest lecturer on serious gaming for 
use in OSH training 

15.00- I Coffee/tea break 
15.30 

15.30-
17.00 

09.00-
17:00 

Guest lecturer on serious gaming for 
use in OSH training 

Visit to: 
The Shell trainings Centre, Rijswijk, 
The Netherlands 
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Workbook study mixed with 
practical activities/exercises and 
interactive learning dialogues to 
reflect upon the reading. 

Participants understand the I JM, activity 7 

Presentation and interactive learning 
with serious gaming 

Presentation and interactive learning 
with serious gaming 

Demonstration, presentation and 
interactive learning discussions 
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differences between knowledge, skills 
and attitude to be taken into account 
when making a training needs 
inventor 

Participants have become aware of the 
opportunities for learning by serious 

amm 

Participants have become aware of the 
opportunities for learning by serious 

Participants have witnessed and reflected 
upon the usefulness of a practical 
example in The Netherlands regarding 
OSH training in an enterprise 

Dr Annerieke Heuvelink, 
TNO 

Dr Annerieke Heuvelink, 
TNO 

Several trainers, co
ordinators Monique 
Zandvliet and Steven van 
Rooij, Global Training 
Manal!er, Shell 
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09.00- I Warming-up activity 
09.10 

I Physically activating exercise, 
Tai Chi 

I The participant's metabolism, blood flow I One of the Chinese 
and endocrine glands have been activated participants 
to start a new day full of energy© 

09.10- Conducting a training needs Workbook study mixed with Participants have practised and JM, activity 8, 9 + 10, 
09.45 analysis (section 2) practical activities/exercises and understand the importance of deriving slides 36-40 

Deriving general objectives from a interactive learning dialogues to general objectives in designing a 

task analvsis reflect upon the reading. training course 

09.45- Conducting a training needs Workbook study mixed with Participants can list important factors SA, activity 11, slides 
10.30 analysis (section 2) practical activities/exercises and that influence the effectiveness of a 41 +42, self-assessment 

Factors influencing the effectiveness interactive learning dialogues to training course test 

of a training course reflect upon the reading. All participants have tested their 

Self-assessment understanding of the workbook 
section that has been closed 

10.30- I Coft'ee/tea break I I 
11.00 

11.00- Identifying learning strategies and Workbook study mixed with Participants can identify the different I JM, activity 12 + 13, 
11.45 teaching methods (section 3) practical activities/exercises and learning styles of people slides 44-55 

Different people learn best in 
interactive learning dialogues to 
reflect upon the reading. 

different wavs 
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11.45- I Identifying learning strategies and 
12.30 teaching methods (section 3) 

Selection of appropriate teaching aids 
for teachini:?: methods 

12.30- I Lunch 
13.30 

13:30-I Guest lecturer MOSHE 
15:00 

15.00- I Coffee/tea break 
15.30 

15.30-
17.00 

09.00-
09.10 

Guest lecturer on European 
Legislation 

Warming-up activity 

Workbook study mixed with 
practical activities/exercises and 
interactive learning dialogues to 
reflect upon the reading. 

Demonstration, presentation and 
interactive learning discussions 

Presentation and discussions 

Physically activating exercise, 
Tai Chi 

09.10- I Identifying learning strategies and Workbook study mixed with 
09.45 teaching methods (section 3) practical activities/exercises and 

Selection of appropriate teaching aids interactive learnin!?: dialoi?:ues to 
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Participants know how to select 
appropriate teaching aids for teaching 
methods 

Participants have witnessed and reflected 
upon the usefulness of virtual reality in 
training 

SA, activity 14, 15 + 16, 
slides 56-60 

Assistant professor Mrs . 
Simone Sillem 
TU Delft / Safety Science 
Grou 

Participants have learned about European I Mr. Jan Harmen Kwantes, 
OSH legislation TNO 

The participant's metabolism, blood flow I One of the Chinese 
and endocrine glands have been activated participants 
to start a new dav full of eneri:?:v© 

Participants know how to select I SA, activity 17, slides 
appropriate teaching aids for teaching 61-63 
methods 
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for teaching methods 

09.45- I Identifying learning strategies and 
10.30 teaching methods (section 3) 

Self-assessment 

10.30- I Coffee/tea break 
11.00 
l l.OO-

1 

Designing a short training session 
l l .45 (section 4) 

11.45-
12.30 

Formulation of operational objectives 
from !!eneral obiecti ves 
Designing a short training session 
(section 4) 

Production of a design for a course 

12.30- I Lunch in bus 
13.30 
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reflect upon the reading. 

Workbook study mixed with 
practical activities/exercises and 
interactive learning dialogues to 
reflect uoon the readirn!. 

Workbook study mixed with 
practical activities/exercises and 
interactive learning dialogues to 
reflect upon the reading. 

Workbook study mixed with 
practical activities/exercises and 
interactive learning dialogues to 
reflect uoon the readim?:. 

All participants have tested their 
understanding of the workbook 
section that has been closed 

JM, self-assessment test 

Participants can formulate ~pe~ational I SA, activity 18, slides 
objectives to help them des1gnmg a 65-67 
training course 

Participants have produced a first 
rough design of a training course 

JM, activity 19 + 20, 
slides 68-71 

12.30-
17 .00 

Visit to Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam and dinner 
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09.00-
09.10 

09.10-
09.45 

09.45-
10.30 

Warming-up activity 

Wrap up of last week; what have we 
learned? 

Designing a short training session 
(section 4) 

The sequence of contents within a 
desi 

10.30- I Coffee/tea break 
11.00 

11.00-
11.45 

11.45-
12.30 

Designing a short training session 
(section 4) 

The sequence of contents within a 
design 
Matrix method 

Designing a short training session 
(section 4) 
Self-assessment 
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Physically activating exercise, 
Tai Chi 

The participant's metabolism, blood flow I One of the Chinese 
and endocrine glands have been activated participants 
to start a new dav full of enern:v© 

Interactive learning discussion based I Participants realise what is useful for 
on participant's notes in their them to use in their own work 

JM + SA + participants 

ersonal logbooks 

Workbook study mixed with 
practical activities/exercises and 
interactive learning dialogues to 
reflect upon the reading. 

Workbook study mixed with 
practical activities/exercises and 
interactive learning dialogues to 
reflect upon the reading. 

Workbook study mixed with 
practical activities/exercises and 
interactive learning dialogues to 
reflect uoon the readinl!. 
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Participants know how to put the 
different contents in a training course 
in a most effective order 

SA, activity 21 + 22, 
slides 72 + 73 

Participants can work with the matrix I JM, activity 23 + 24, 
method to sequence the content of slides 74-83 
their training program 

All participants have tested their 
understanding of the workbook 
section that has been closed 

SA, activity 25 and self
assessment 
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12.30- I Lunch 
13.30 

13.30_ 

1 

Developing and delivering 
15.oo training sessions (section 5) 

A practical plan for the training 
session and identification of 
materials needed 

15.00- I Coffee/tea break 
15.30 

15.30-
17.00 

09.00-
09.10 

9.10-
9.45 

Industrial hazard management 
(SEVESO) 

Warming-up activity 

Developing and delivering 
training sessions (section 5) 

Issues that affect the delivery of a 
training 
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Workbook study mixed with 
practical activities/exercises and 
interactive learning dialogues to 
reflect upon the reading. 

Lecture and case study 

Physically activating exercise, 
Tai Chi 

Workbook study mixed with 
practical activities/exercises and 
interactive learning dialogues to 
reflect uoon the readin!!. 
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Participants have the skill to work I JM, activity 26, slides 
with a practical plan for their training 82-84 
sessions 

Participants are aware of the 
SEVESO regulation in the European 
Union and know how this works in 

Koos Ham, guest 
lecturer form TNO 

The participant' s metabolism, blood flow I One of the Chinese 
and endocrine glands have been activated participants 
to start a new dav full of enern:v© 

Participants are aware of the issues I SA, activity 27, slides 
that influence the delivery of trainings 85 +86 
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9.45- I Developing and delivering Workbook study mixed with Participants have been introduced to JM, activity 28, 29 + 30, 
10.30 training sessions (section 5) practical activities/exercises and their core final assignment, i.e.: to slide 87 

Development of a micro training interactive learning dialogues to design and present a micro teaching 

session reflect upon the reading. session at the end of this train-the-

10.30- I Coffee/tea break I 
I trainer pro.ram 

11.00 

11.00- Developing and delivering Workbook study mixed with All participants have tested their SA, activity 31, 32 and 
11.45 training sessions (section 5) practical activities/exercises and understanding of the workbook 33 and self-assessment 

Self-assessment interactive learning dialogues to 
reflect u on the readin . 

section that has been closed test, slides 88-91 

11.45- I Evaluating a training course or Workbook study mixed with Participants understand the purpose JM, activity 34, 35, 
12.30 session (section 6) practical activities/exercises and and benefits of evaluation of training slides 94-98 

The purpose and benefits of interactive learning dialogues to courses 

evaluation reflect upon the reading. 

12.30- I Lunch 
13.30 

13.30- Evaluating a training course or Workbook study mixed with Participants know which elements of SA, activity 36, slide 99 
15.00 session (section 6) practical activities/exercises and a training course can be evaluated and 

Identification of elements of a interactive learning dialogues to the usefulness of that 
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training course which can be 
evaluated 

15.00- I Cotfee/tea break 
15.30 

15.30-
17.00 

09.00-
17:00 

Guest lecturer on virtual reality 
which can be used in training 

Visit to: 
BAM Infratechniek Telecom which 
provides services for the realisation 
of cable networks for 
telecommunication. 

A demonstration in practice on how 
OSH training is designed, planned 
and organised within a company. 
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reflect upon the reading. 

Demonstration, presentation and 
interactive learning discussions 

Demonstration, presentation and 
interactive learning discussions 

exercise, 
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Participants have witnessed and reflected I Prof. Michiel de Looze, 
upon the state of the art in serious TNO 
gaming 

Participants have witnessed and reflected 
upon the usefulness of a practical 
example in The Netherlands regarding 
OSH training in an enterprise 

Berend Brinkhuis, Safety 
Manager of BAM 
Infratechniek 

The participant's metabolism, blood flow I One of the Chinese 
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09.10 

09.10-
09.45 

09.45-
10.30 

Evaluating a training course or 
session (section 6) 

The points at which a training course 
can be evaluated 

Evaluating a training course or 
session (section 6) 

The difference between open and 
closed auestions 

10.30- I CotTee/tea break 
11.00 

11.00-
11.45 

11.45-
12.30 

Evaluating a training course or 
session (section 6) 

Self-assessment 

Preparation of micro training session 
by participants 
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Tai Chi 

Workbook study mixed with 
practical activities/exercises and 
interactive learning dialogues to 
reflect upon the reading. 

Workbook study mixed with 
practical activities/exercises and 
interactive learning dialogues to 
reflect upon the reading. 

Workbook study mixed with 
practical activities/exercises and 
interactive learning dialogues to 
reflect uoon the readinl!. 

Self-study and preparation of the 
participants for their final 
assignment. Trainers assist them 
while walkini;r around 
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and endocrine glands have been activated I participants 
to start a new dav full of enern:v© 

Participants know at what points a 
training course can be evaluated 

Participants have practised and know 
the difference and usefulness between 
open and closed questions 

All participants have tested their 
understanding of the workbook 
section that has been closed 

Finalised micro training session 

SA, activity 37 + 38, 
slides 100-106 

SA, activity 39, 

JM, self-assessment test 

JM+SA 
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12.30- I Lunch 
13.30 

13.30-
14.15 

Preparation of micro training session 
by participants 
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Self-study and preparation of the 
participants for their final 
assignment. Trainers assist them 
while walkin!! around 

Finalised micro training session JM+SA 

14.30 I Visit to Amsterdam, options: canal 
tour and citv tour 

~.-~-~ .. -~---k-~---~-. -~.~-. -~_-.. ----------L------------------------------------------l..-----------------------------------------------1..------------------------------T 

09.00- I Warming-up activity 
09.10 

10.00- I Presentations of the participants 
10.30 

10.30- I Cotreeltea break 
11.00 

11.30- I Presentations of the participants 
13.00 

12.30- I Lunch 

Physically activating exercise, 
Tai Chi 

Depending of what the participants 
have designed and prepared in their 
micro training sessions 

Depending of what the participants 
have designed and prepared in their 
micro training sessions 
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Participants have presented and received I Chinese participants+ JM 
feedback on their micro training sessions + SA 
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13.30 

13.30- Presentations of the participants 
14.15 

14.15- Presentations of the participants 
15 .00 

15.00- Coffee/tea break 
15.30 

15.30- Evaluation 
16.00 

Are the expectations realised? 

16 00- I CLOSING 
17 :oo Hand out of certificates 

17.30 I Farewell dinner in the evenin 

Version 0.8, December 6, 2013 

PARTICIPANTS PROGRAMME 

Depending of what the participants 
have designed and prepared in their 
micro training sessions 

Depending of what the participants 
have designed and prepared in their 
micro training sessions 

Reflection and interactive learning 
discussion on the flip that was 
produced the first day and see if 
exoectations have been met. 
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Participants have presented and received 
feedback on their micro training sessions 

Chinese participants+ JM 
+SA 

Participants have presented and received I Chinese participants+ JM 
feedback on their micro training sessions + SA 

Participants realise what they have 
gained from this program and can use in 
their own practice 

Chinese participants + JM 
+SA 
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EUCOSH

Training

lntroduction to the unit

The finalassignment for EUCOSH Train-the-trainer requires you to identiff, design
and develop a short training course for delivery within your organisation.

ln this unit you will learn about the theory and practice of using a training session to
develop the knowledge and skills of your participants. You will then use your skills to
plan, design and deliver your own training session in one or more aspects of
Occupational Safety and Health.

The unit takes the form of a work book in which there are 6 sections in the book,
each one corresponding to one of the learning objectives for the Unit. This is Part 1

of the Unit with the first 3 sections.

lf you attempt all the activities as you work through the book, you will acquire the
skills you need to plan, design and deliver your own training course. Each section
has been designed to build on the previous one. Some of the activities will provide
you with the work you need to discuss at the train-the-trainer program.

The activities in this workbook are your opportunity to use the skills from each section
to begin work on the training course you have to design and deliver for your final
assignment. At the Train-the-trainer program you will be able to share your
experiences with other participants. This will help you to broaden your understanding
of both training and Occupational Safety and Health.

EUCOSH Train-the-hainer Part I December 201 3
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Throughout the work book feedback is provided for the activities so that you will know
if you are gaining the knowledge and skills as you study. At the end of each section
there are some self-assessment questions which will allow you to test yourself. lf you
cannot answer any of the self-assessment questions, you should go back and work
through the section again. lf you still don't understand you can contact your tutor or
discuss your questions with them at the Train-the-trainer sessions.

Throughout the Unit the activities use very general examples. Most relate to the use
of computers or to basic aspects of Health and Safe$. You should be able to
understand the principles from these activities and apply them to your own
experiences and your own training course.

This Unit has been designed to take an average of 21 learning hours. Not everyone
learns at the same pace, so don't be surprised if you finish sooner or take a lot
longer. The important thing is that you do undertake the activities because you will
learn much more than if you just read through the text like a book.

Do not forget that throughout EUCOSH you are the leamer. Always try and reflect on
your experiences as you progress through your learning about Occupational Safety
and Health and apply the best of your experiences in your design of the couftie you
are preparing for others.

Learning obiectives

On completion of this unit, participants should:

. have knowledge of the issues relating to adult learning

. be able to conduct a training needs analysis
o be able to identify the different learning strategies and teaching methods which are

applicable in participatory training sessions
. be able to design a short training course, using appropriate learning strategies
. be able to develop and deliver training counies
o be able to conduct an evaluation of the training course

EUCOSH Train-the-trainer Part I December 20 I 3
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Section 1 - Issues relating to adult learning

Learning Objectives

On completion of this section you should;

. Know that adults have different attitudes to learning from children and young students

. Be able to identify some of the issues wtrich distinguish adult leaming

. Be able to identify and actively address the issues relevant to adult leaming in the training session
you are going to prepare for your final assignment

lntroduction

You are going to be designing a training session for your colleagues. Your course wil!
be most effective if you make sure you know your target audience and anticipate
their preferences with respect to the way you treat them throughout the course.

Adult learning

It is possible that many of your participants will not have been involved in formal
learning for some time. The last formal learning for some may wel! have been at
school. They will not appreciate as adults, the experience they had in a classroom as
a child. Throughout this section you will undertake activities which help you to identify
these issues as one of the important features of the design you will undertake for
your own training session(s).

1

By examining your own experiences this activity will help you to identify those
features of classroom teaching which may be unacceptable to an adult. Use the
space below to write down 5 things about your own schoolexperience which you
think you would not like to experience as an adult

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

EUCOSH Train-the-trainer Part I December 20 I 3
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Feedback

Therc arc many things you might have identified. Examples are: having to sit in rcwsfacing
the teacher, not being able to ask questions, being afnid to answerquesfibns in case you
wete wrong, not having time to finish work, not underctanding fhe /essons or not being able
fo see the rclevance of the cuniculum.

When you are designing a training sessaon you must avoid your participants having
any of the concerns you have just identified. Your participants may be employed at a
lower level in the organisation than yourself, but they may be your equals or even
employed in more senior positions than you. Training is about helping people to
learn. Making them comfortable and confident about the process is very important.

This activity will identifo more of the things which might make your participants feel
uncomfortable in a training session and limit the effectiveness of your course.

lmagine that you are the participant in a training session which is being facilitated by
a junior colleague who happens to be an expert in a particular skill. lt might be the
use of computers or a new telephone system which has been installed. Write down
some of the things which would make you feel uncomfortable about learning from a
junior colleague.

o

o

a

a

o

a

a

Feedback

The mos/ @mmon respor?se in this srtuation is that you mtght be afnid of failing and being
embanassed. Morc junior colleagues mtght be patrcnising in their attitude to you,

2
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deliberately using technical language you don't understand. You might find that you cannot
wofu quickly enough as you try to underctand the new information and skills you need. You
might want to drbcuss your g,a,sp of the situation with other pafticipants and see if you arc on
the right tmck beforc the grcup moves on to the next stage or ask for help if you arc the only
one who doesn't underctand. All of these things can and do happen in poorly designed
training sessrbns and they all rcsult frcm a lack of understanding of the rssues facing adult
leamers.

Participants' profile

It is very important to know as much as possible about your target group before you
design a course.

Look at the application form which you completed to join this course and identiff 3
things that the couftie team knew about participants for ECOSH and 3 they did not
ask for.

Known facts

1.

2.

3.

Unknown facts

1.

2.

3.

Feedback

We asked for severul facts about you but the most rclevant for the design of the course ate,
competence in English, mmpetenre in lnformation technology, position in the oryanisation,
areas of responsibiltty and rcle in Occupational Safety and Health. Knowing these facts and
using them as criteia for selecting pafticipants has helped us to design a course which is
both rclevant and at a level with which allpafticipants can engage.

Things we did not consider relevant wete age, other qualifications and type of oryanisation
for which you work. Some of these might be rclevant for other aurses buf not for this one.

3
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The following table summarises some of the things you will need to know about your
group of participants before you can begin to design your training couftie.

Table 1

lssue Examples

Composition of the group You may have a group which is
homogeneous in age, seniority and
experience, but it is more likely that you will
have to design a @urse for a heterogeneous
group from a variety of backgrounds and with
different levels of experience. Find out all you
can.

Practica! experience of participants Your group may contain senior people who
have little practical experience but who have
responsibility for managing an activity or
process. Some may be very skilled in
practical aspects, but lack theoretical
knowledge. ln a well-designed course you
can turn this diversi$ into a very positive
aspect of the course.

Adult learning These are the issues we have identified in
the first 2 activities and include;
. the need to learn by doing and discussing,

not just being told,
. slower learning
. fear of failure
. having a contribution to make
. dislike of being patronised by class room

methods

Reason for attending This is very important. lf your participants
have been required to attend they will have a
very different attitude from those who have
volunteered. We will consider motivation at a
later stage.

Relevance One of the most demotivating factors is not
understanding why you are doing something
and what its relevance is to your work
situation. This is why you need to know
about your participants' role in the
organisation

EUCOSH Train+hc-fainer Part I December 2013
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Activity 4
seminar

Train-the-trainer

ln this activity you can begin to plan the training session for your final assignment.

Discuss with your line manager or your client what the target audience for your
training session will be. Use Activities 1 , 2 and 3 together with the table to create a
participants' profile.

Feedback

You willdr.scuss this table at the tnin-the-tniner seminar so that you can sharc it with the
ttttors, but if you can drscuss it with other pafticipants, it will help you to focus your ideas.

December 20 I 3

Participants lssues

Possible number of
participants

Different roles undertaken by
participants in the
organisation

Responsibilities for OSH

Past and present experience
of OSH

Volunteers or conscripts?

Other factors
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Summary

ln this section we have considered some of the issues which you should consider
before you even begin to design a training programme or session. They relate to the
dynamics of a group of participants and not directly to the content which we will
consider in the next section which is on training needs analysis. Adult learners have
particular needs and aftitudes to learning which are frequently based on their
personal experiences. They often fear failure or displaying a lack of knowledge and
understanding. At the same time they will resent any approach by a trainer which
they perceive as patronising. The challenge is to ensure that al! participants know
what they will learn, appreciate that their experience will be recognised and feel that
they are being addressed as equals. The best way to ensure that you reach the right
balance is always to consider whether you feel you would enjoy being one of the
participants.

Key learning points

Adult learners should be addressed as equals by the trainer

Previous experience should be acknowledged and used to advantage

The training session should take into consideration all aspects of the participants'
lack of confidence

Knowing as much as possible about the participants will enable you to address as
many issues as possible when designing the session(s).

Attempt the self-assessment questions before you move on to section 2

December 20 I 3
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Self-Assessment Questions

1.

Which of the following diagrams best illustrates the layout you would use for a
training session and why?

Layout a) LaYout b)

EE
EEtIEEEE-I

I r."in,' I 1 rrainer ]

Layout c) LaYout d)

tltl ftE E E

E]E
r-tff:]
I Trainer I

I runo ]

2.

List 3 con@rns adult learners might have about their ability to participate in a training
session.

3.

Rate the following aspects of a training session as essential (E), desirable (D) or
unimportant (U) to the establishment of an appropriate relationship with adult
learners;

a) Being older than the participants,

b) Knowing what the participants' roles are in their organisation(s) before the
event,

c) Having clear learning outcomes for the session,

d) Treating participants as equals,

e) Using an appropriate seating layout,

f; Having a schedule and sticking to it

Dccember 2013EUCOSH Train-the-trainer Part I
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Answers to Self-Assessment Questions

1. No good trainer would consider using layout b). lt is very like a traditional class
room and definitely conveys the message that the trainer is going to 'deliver'
information to a predominantly passive and subservient audience.

Layouts a) and c) have the advantage that participants are grouped ready for
participation in activities designed for groups or pairs, but the groups are
preformed and don't allow flexibility.

Layout d) gives an inclusive impression and suggests that the session will be
active, participative and is preferred by most trainers.

2. You could have included;
. Lack of background knowledge
o Lack of practical experience
. !nability to work fast enough
. lnability to remember facts
. Overall fear of failure

December 201 3

3.

Rating Explanation

Being older than the
participants,

U This will only assume importance if you let it. lf you have
a well-designed session and know the content, age is
irrelevant.

Knowing what the participants'
roles are in their organisation(s)
before the event,

D It is desirable to have this information, but if it is not
available to you, you can begin your session by finding
out.

Having clear learning outcomes
for the session

E This is essential. lf the outcomes are not clear, your
participants will be confused and may deduce that you
don't know what you are doing. They must have
confidence in you.

Having a schedule and sticking
to it

D It is essentialto have a schedule. However, one
common failing of trainers is to be too ambitious about
what can be covered in a session. A schedule should
not be so ambitious as to prevent flexibility and sticking
to your schedule is desirable not essential, but you
should always have altemative plans in case you over
run the time.

Treating participants as equals, E This is essential. ln another situation, your participants
may become your trainer! Leaming should be an
enjoyable activity wtrich a trainer facilitates not dictates.

Using an appropriate seating
layout,

D As you have seen in question 1 some seating
arrangements are befter suited to a training session
than others and an appropriate arangement is highly
desirable but a oood trainer can vtork with most

EUCOSH Train-the-trainer Part I
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situations and adapt the anaqgement to suit the
aciivitics.
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Section 2 - conducting a training needs analysis

Learning objectives

On completion of this section you should be able to:

o Decide when a training session is the appropriate means to address a problem or need

. Define he tasks which can be resolved by training and identify the elements of knowledge, ability

and attitude

. Derive general objectives for a training session from a task analysis exercise

. ldentify any factors which might limit the effectiveness of the course and any complimentary ones
which will be of benefit

lntroduction

In section 1 we considered what the profile of participants might be and the issues
which relate to them as learners. We will now consider why they need to be trained
and how the outcomes of the training are identified. This is known as Training
Needs Analysis and follows directly from the points made about relevance in section
1.

ls training a solution?

As a trainer you will have to be careful not to offer training courses for problems
which either cannot be solved by training or could be solved more simply by another
approach.

Here are 2 scenarios which might occur in an office. Write down what you think the
appropriate action might be to resolve the problems

December 2013
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An operator is given a computer to replace a type writer and there is a technical
problem with the computer. The computer technician is called to fix the problem but
cannot.
Appropriate action:

The same operator has been trained to use the softrare on the computer but still has
a problem formatting documents.

Appropriate action:

EUCOSH Train-the.trainer Part I
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Feedback

ln the first example there is no point in training the opemtor if a technician cannot solve the
problem. You would have to investigate morc fully fo see if the technician needed training. lt
might be that he or she needs so/ne training on this model of computer. ln the second
example, the operutor certainly needs to know how to format documents and will prcbably
have been shown how to do this during the initial tmining. ln circumstances like this a iob'aid
such as an instruction sheet or a manual, may be morc effective than training.

The central question to be asked is: ls training the best option to solve the problem,

or are there better altematives? lf training is the best solution, you can start
examining the training needs more thoroughly.

Tasks

!n order to tailor the training to the needs of participants, the actualtasks to be
executed have to be identified and analysed first. Training needs analysis should be
done in consultation with the client who might be a manager, a trade union official or
the individua! themselves.

It is important to identiff each main task and then to consider whether there are any
additional tasks or activities to be considered.

lf we return to the example of the computer technician from activity 5. Suppose that
your organisation has just installed new computers for all its office workers whereas
before there were only a small number of old computers for the accounts department.
Clearly the computer technician would need to be trained to maintain allthe new
computers. lf you were the operator of one of the new computers, what do you think
you might want the technician to be able to do for you? Write down two main tasks
and two additional tasks or activities?

Main task 1

Main task 2

Additionaltask 1

Additionaltask 2

Feedback

EUCOSH Train-the-trainer Part I December 20 I 3
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The two main tasks arc likely to be rcpair any hadwarc faufts and suppofting users with the
softwarc. Additional tasks might be to exchange parts or rctum them for rcpair in the case of
hardwarc and know how to use softwarc packages and install updates in the case of
sofrwarc.

Having identified the tasks, three very important questions must be considered:

a. What should a person know in relation to this task?

b. What should a person do with this knowledge?

c. What attitude is needed in relation to this task?

ldentifoing the tasks and answering these questions can be achieved with the help of
documents such as policies, manuals and questionnaires about roles and
responsibilities, observation of working practices and interviews with managers and
employees.

The answers to the three questions a), b) and c) can be wriften down in a task
analysis matrix, which willfunction as a simple task profile.

Again using the example of computers and the 2 main tasks which we have
identified, complete the following table

December 2013
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Tasks Knowledge Skills Aftitudes

Main Task A Repair hardware
faults

activity Return parts for
repair

activity Replace faulty
parts

Main Task B Support software
users

EUCOSH Train-thc-trainer Part I
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Tasks Knowledge Skills Aftitudes

activity Use softrvare
packages

activity lnstallupdates

Feedback

Your suggesfibns may differ from those given below, but these illustrate some of the
outcomes which may be rcquired of any tnining programme.

December 20 I 3
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Iasks Knowledge Skills Attitudes
Main Task A Repair

computer
hardwarc

Know the
component pads
of the computers

Know the
symptoms of
faults in each
component

ldenttfy the faufty
component

Remove faulty
pafts

lnstall rcplacement
parts

Aftention to detail

Positive approach
to safe working
practices

activity Retum pafts for
repair

Know which parts
can be mended
and which need
rcplacing

Know general
terms of
guarantees and
seruice contracts

Use supplier
information to
rctum pafts and
oder repairc

activity Replace faulty
parts

ldentrfy the model
or seial number
of a component

Know the
suppliers of pafts

Comparc pices

Place orders

Main Task B Suppott
software users

Know details and
specifications of
allsofrwarc
loaded on the
computers

Know the
common
mlsfakes

Be able to
demonstnte
features of the
softwarc

Patience with
users

Helpfulapprcach
ratherthan
superior aftitude

activity Use software
packages

Know the
featurcs of the
softwars

Be able to use all
the sofiwarc
packages

EUCOSH Train-th€-trainer Part I
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packages

activity lnstallupdates Know how to find
out about updates

Know how to
purchase updates

Be able to install
updates to rcplace
existing packages

Be able to
demonstnte
updates fo users

This type of table is called a task analysis matrix and you can use it when you conduct your
own needs analysis forthe course you arc going to design.

When you are identiffing tasks and composing the task profile, always try to take into
account future developments. ln the example we have been working with this might
be upgrading hardware in anticipation of new sofhryare issues as well as repairing it
by replacing components.

General objectives

The next stage in the process of designing a training course is to define the general
objectives. These are the outcomes which your course must deliver. The general
objectives derive from the task analysis and will be the frame of reference for the
identification of the operational objectives and the selection of the contents and the
teaching methods. They should be in consultation with the client.

General objectives perform four essentialfunctions in the development and
implementation of the course:

. they are a communication device between client, trainer and participant.

. they are the frame of reference for the contents of the lessons;

o they help in designing the teaching-learning process;

. they are the frame of reference for the evaluation strategies and criteria:

As with tasks, distinctions can be made between different types of objectives.

l. Objectives referring to knowledge (cognitive skills): reproducing facts or
procedures, applying procedures or analysing and solving problems

2. Objectives referring to social skills, e.g. working in a team or chairing a
meeting;

3. Objectives referring to psycho-physical skills, e.g. designing or operating;

4. Objectives referring to attitude, e.g. being motivated or recognising the

Decembcr 2013EUCOSH Train-the-trainer Part I
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importance of something.

An example of a general objective is:

The participant can apply first aid effectively in case of an accident in the plant.

Go back to the example of the computer technician and identiff the general
objectives of an appropriate training programme. Remember to look at the tasks to
help you decide.

Feedback
ln the case of our computer technician therc arc 2 general obiectives:

The pafticipant can repair hardware faults in the new computers

The participant can support users of fhe soflirirarc packages adopted by the oryanisation

The operationalobjectives will be derived from these general objectives when we
come to look at designing your course in section 4

Entry level

The next step is to compare the results of the task analysis with the entry level of the
participant group. What knowledge, skills and attitudes do participants already
possess? So far we have considered the personal profiles of participants, but in
relation to their learning styles and experiences not their experience in relation to the
tasks they are to perform.

For the two main tasks we have identified for our computer technicians, think of 4
questions you might ask to try and determine the entry level of participants.

December 2013
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1.

2.
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3.

4.

Feedback

For the first task, you might have considercd asking:

about pafticipants' experience of taking a computerto pieces or building one frcm
pafts,

whether pafticipants can list the component parts and theirfunctions,

about any computing qualifications participants may have.

For the second, you would need to know if they have:

any inform ation technology q u al ification s

attended any prcvious tmining and at what level

ever installed softvrarc on a computer and if so what packages

Limitations and complementarity

When you have identified the general objectives of the course and established the
entry levelof participants you need to consider any limits or constraints which might
apply to the couftie you want to design. The usualconstraints are time, budget,
facilities and people. The next activity will help you to identiff and begin to quantiff
some types of constraints.

Write down some of the reasons why you might be constrained in the design of your
training programme by the factors of time, budget, facilities and people.

time

budget

facilities
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people

Feedback

You may well be constrained in the development of your cource because of the time
pafticipants are able to devote to the tmining and when they can be available. For example,
could they attend for 6 ansecutive days or 1 day each week for 6 weeks. Altematively, the
training may rcquire intermittent sessrbns so that pafticipants can research information or
implement skills beforc the next session. lf you arc not able to facilitate the training yourceff
then the number, expeience and availability of the tniners will be a factor you will need to
consider. What is the budget for the training? lt is unlikely to be as much as you would like.
Do you need any special equipment, fumiture etc. ln the case of the computer training, we
have been consideing, up to date computerc and soflware would be essential.

There may be some complimentary conditions which support your designs. Examples
include direct links to other courses for more advanced skills, certification to
demonstrate competence for promotion purposes, legal requirements for specific
roles etc. These can all help to motivate your participants if they are presented as
positive aftributes of your course.

Activity 11

seminar
Train-the-trainer

You should now be in a position to conduct a training needs analysis with your line
manager or client. You can use the following proforma to help you.

You should bring this with you to the trainthe-trainer seminar for discussion with your
peers and tutors.
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Additionaltasks

General objectives

Type of objective for each of the above

Entry level of the participants

Additional information about the target group

Limiting conditions and complementarity

Summary

Having allthe relevant information before you start to design a training course is very
important. lt is very frustrating for you and demotivating for your participants if you fail
to take notice of some of the points we have discussed in this section. Running a
training sessaon for something which could be dealt with by means of an aid such as
a series of Help Cards for instance will be a waste of time and resources. Similarly,
failure to identiff entry levels may lead to some participants being lost and others
bored. Being as specific as possible about the tasks the participants will need to be
able to undertiake, will increase the effectiveness of the training. Knowing the general
objectives of the training course and the type of objective will enable you to be most
effective as a trainer. Be sure to make detailed plans before you start designing your
course.

Key learning points

. The first thing you need to establish whether the training is necessary.

o Next, you have to find out what the actual training needs are by conducting a task
analysis

. From the task analysis you can formulate the general objectives of your training
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couftie

. The entry level knowledge and skills of the group is also very important

o There will be limiting conditions relevant to your counie, but there may also be
some complementary factorc which improve motivation.

Attempt the self-assessment questions before moving on to the next section.
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Self-Assessment Questions

1.

Do you think Health and Safety training would be appropriate for the following:

a) How to find the fire escape from a building

b) How to use a fire extinguisher

c) Writing Health and Safety plans

d) Risk analysis

e) Safe use of electrical plugs and sockets

2.

A laboratory worker is going to be transferred to work in a chemistry laboratory where
they will handle chemicals which are Dangerous Substances according to the
regulations. The role will involve practicaltests using the chemicals and disposing of
them after the tests.

Answer the following questions:

a) What are the two main tasks?

b) What is the most important knowledge for each and the skills and attitude
for both?

c) What would you need to know about entry level?

d) What restrictions might there be on a training session for these people?

e) What complimentary conditions might exist?

3.

Write a general objective for an appropriate training couftie for the employee in
question 2
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Answers to Self-Assessment Questions
1 a) No - The most common solution to this problem is to display prominently
. notices which show in visualform how to leave the building and where to

assemble. However, it is always good practice to announce this information to all
users of rooms which could be considered as an informal training session.

b) Yes - lt is usual to run short practical training sessions on how to use a fire
extinguisher.

c) Yes - Writing Health and Safety plans needs a good understanding of the
issues and a training course is likely to be necessary

d) Yes - Risk analysis is usually addressed with both theoretical and practical
training sessions

e) No - A code of practice displayed in notice form usually suffices for everyday
use of electrical plugs and sockets but training is necessary for portable
appliance testing to ensure that plugs are wired safely and have not been
misused.

2 A laboratory worker is going to be transferred to work in a chemistry laboratory
where they will handle chemicals which are Dangerous Substan@s according to
the regulations. The role will involve practicaltests using the chemicals and
disposing of them after the tests.

a) What are the two main tasks?

. How to handle chemicals safely

. How to dispose of chemicals safely

b) What are the most important knowledge and skills for each and the attitude for
both?

Knowledge Skills Attitudes

Handling Nature of the chemicals
to be used. Are they
hazardous and does
their use constitute a
risk?

Manipulativ
e skills and
accuracy

Responsible
and careful

Disposal As above plus any
environmental
regulations for the safe
disposal of the
chemicals to be used

As above As above
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c) You would need to know of any previous training in chemistry or health and safety
with respect to dangerous substances to determine the entry level

d) Training sessions for these people might be restricted by money but safe facilities
and properly trained trainers may also need to be taken into consideration

e) lt is possible that a certificate of competence might be important for promotion or
legal compliance which would be motivating for participants.

3. The participants will be able to work safely with dangerous chemicals
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Section 3 - identifying learning strategies and teaching methods

Learning objectives

On completion of tris section you should be able to:

. recognise that different people learn best in different ways

o select appropriate teaching methods for a training session

o Select appropriate teaching aids for teaching methods

lntroduction

ln this section you will begin to consider learning and the different teaching methods
you can use during your training session. ln the train-the-trainer seminar you will be
able to observe some of these methods as your tutors identify them at the beginning
of each element of the seminar. You can decide for yourself how effective they are
and how well they might suit your purposes.

Learning Styles

Research carried out over many has shown that we don't all learn most effectively in
the same way.

Kolb's work published in 1975 suggests that there are 4learning styles:

The'diverqe/ (dreamer)

These participants prefer a leaming environment, in which their opinions are shared.
They like to experien@ new situations and to view these from different angles.

The assimilator (thinker)

These participants prefer leaming situations in which problems can be discussed.
The aim of the discussions is to form and think through (new) ideas.

The converoer (decision-maker)

These participants prefer a structured programme of an informative nature. They like
to leam terms and concepts, in order to apply them later in a practical situation.
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The accommodator (active worker)

These participants immediately want to see the practical applicabili$ of the matter
learned. They want to try things out and therefore should be provided with the
opportunity to practice their new knowledge and skills.

Another approach was described by Honey and Mumford in the 1980s who used
Kolb's as a basis for designing their questionnaire. Their four leaming styles are;

Theorist - enjoy studying the theoretical concepts

Pragmatist - prefer a practical approach to learning

Reflector - analyse situations to determine outcomes

Activist - experiment and learn by doing
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lf you are interested in learning more about this subject and the work of Kolb, Honey
and Mumford you can look at this website.
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1.

2.

However, now that you know different people have different learning styles, you need
to consider how it could affect your training session. Answering the following
questions will help you to remain aware of this issue.

ldentiff the two players in a training environment who might be affected by the
existence of different learning styles?

Feedback

The obvious ansurer r.s the participants but don't forget that you as fhe course designer and
developerwill have a favourite leaming style or a combination of leaming sfy/es.

We have identified the profiles of learners and conducted a needs analysis, so how
do you think that this new information about learning s$les can help the design of a
training course? Give two reasons why it is important.

Feedback

It is impoftant to ensure that your preferrcd leaming style does not influence your course
design and that you incorponte activities in your course which cover all the leaming sfyles.
Everyone may have a prcfened style but it is imprtant to enable participants to develop the
other styles to give an holistic expeience.

Teaching methods

We are now ready to consider the teaching methods you can use to construct your
course. You need to understand the possibilities before you can embark on coursie
design. This is the final toolwhich you will combine with the skills you have already
developed in analysing your participants' profiles and conducting a training needs
analysis. Together these three form the basis of your course design.
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There are four criteria which can be used to select teaching methods as you design
your course:

a) Effectiveness

You should always choose the most effective teaching method for the outcome to be
achieved.

Wthout even considering the variety of teaching methods available you can identiff
appropriate methods for some skills.

Which of the 4 teaching methods listed below is the most appropriate for teaching
someone how to drive a car.

Lecture

Video

Practical tuition

Distance learning workbook

Feedback

The obvious answeris practicaltuition. The notion of telling someone how to drive a car and
expecting them to drive safely appearc to be absurd. However therc may be other factors
invdved as you will see.

b) Aftainability

The teaching method has to be appropriate for the circumstances and therefore may
not be ideal. Factors which may influence the choice of teaching methods include for
instance, time, place, space and the equipment available.

Using the same 4 teaching methods given in Activity 12, select the method which you

think would be most appropriate to train a doctor in the outback of Australia about a
new surgical technique.
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Feedback

Video r.s the usual method in this case. Obviously practical tuition would De best but often it
ls nof possible and with someone who knows the genenl principles, new techniques can be
demonstrated visually perhaps with a wriften guide. This technique using video conferencing,
on line video or broadcast technology is fhe basr.s of the field of Tele - Medicine and is
becoming incrcasingly popular.

c) Variation

Repetition becomes boring. A teaching method is only effective for a limited period of
time. lf you over use one technique you will demotivate your participants and not give
them practice at developing all their learning styles. This is especially important when
teaching adults.

d) Target group

Each group of participants is different. Some people are not used to sitting in a
classroom. They need a very active programme. An open discussion should not be
offered to a group where people don't trust each other. A group of beginners should
not have to start with a complicated assignment. They will need information first. ln
client-oriented courses, you should choose teaching methods in which you can make
use of the practical knowledge available in the group.

The following table gives you information about a variety of teaching methods
together with their advantages and disadvantages
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Teaching
method

Descdptlon Advantages Dlsadvantages

Case Sfudies A case study is a description of
a working situation. The
students have to analyse the
situation and solve problems,
answer questions etc. working
individually or in groups.

-Link to the working
situation

-Practising/experimenti ng
in a'safe'environment

-Exchanging of ideas
-Motivating

-Time consuming

Coaching Form of guidance and support
during task performance, in
which the role of the trainer
varies from showing how to do it
to leaving it completely to the
participant.

-Eliminating blocks to
leaming

-Reflection

-Poses high demands on
the trainer (coach)

cAl

CBT

CAL

Computer Assisted I nstruction.
The participant independently
acquires knowledge and skills.

Computer Based Training

Computer Aided Learning

-The participant
determines time, place
and pace himself

-Transfer to working situ-
ation

-Development costs are
high, and therefore not
suitable for a small
number of participants

Demonstru-
ting

The trainer demonstrates a
certain skill; for instance, how to
operate a machine. lt is also
possible to provide a
demonstration through a film or
an instruction video.

-Provides a visual image
-Motivates the partici-

pants more than
teaching

-Through a film/video you
can create a
representaton of
something wtrich is
usually hard to see (for
instance in terms of
location, frequency,
danger)

-The learner may not
have the opportunity to
practice and the
demonstrated subject
willbe forgotten

Discussrbn During the discussion, the
conversation does not run solely
from trainer to participant, but
from participant to participant as
well.
The participants ask each other
questions, complement each
other, respond, etc.
The essence is that participants
invite each other to think about
subjects, opinions, points of
viar and experience.

-Concentration of
knowledge and skills in
searching for a
solution to a problem.

-Bad solutions are
rejected during the
group process.

-Enhancing motivation
and creativity.

-Through riYorking in a
group, socialleaming
takes place.

-Participants stimulate
each other.

-Particularly suited for
affective objectives.

-The atmosphere
determines the course
of the discussion.

-Demands a lot of time.
-A good discussion as-

sumes a number of
conditions: a) listening
well, b) asking good
questions and c) wil-
lingness to discuss
your own opinions.
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Teaching
method

Descriptlon Advantages Disadvantages

Lectuing The trainer explains something to the
participant. The trainer is active, the
participant more or less passive. The
trainer must take into account that
participants have a limited ability to
listen to and store information; after 15
to 20 minutes attention drops and peop-
le'lose contact' .

-Relatively cheap.
-Relatively small

demands on
facilities.

-Particularly
appropriate for
objectives
regarding
knowledge and
insight.

-Quickly passing on
up- to-date
information.

-Group size is not a
limiting factor.

-Can be planned
well.

-Much information
can be provided
within a short time.

-Little
participation.

-Chance of
mentalpas-
siveness of the
participants.

-Participant is
hardly invited
to link the
subject matter
to practice.

-lt is hard to take
into account
differences in
level.

Teaching-
leaming ses-
srbn

A teaching-learning session is a
conversation in which the trainer lets the
participants gain insight into certain
knowledge and understanding, through
a step-by-step approach.
During the session, both trainer and
participant are active. The trainer
determines the direction and contents of
the conversation. He or she asks the
questions, redirects
questions to others, sometimes gives
comments or complementary in-
formation or explains something again.
The trainer predominantly asks
questions regarding
understanding and application. Of
course participants can ask questions as
well.

-By asking questions,
thinking processes
are stimulated

-Participants are
involved

-The trainer can
assess the level of
the participants
understanding and
adapt to this

-Demands a lot
of
preparation
time of the
trainer.

Obseruation
(bv
pafticipants)

Participants observe fellow-participants
with the intention of drawing conclusions
regarding the appearance of certain
behaviour or not. Observing someone in
an exemplary function is also
possible.

-More tasks can be
looked at more
specifically.

-High involvement.

-Quality of
feedback
depends on
the openness
of the group

-Reviewing is
very time
consuming

Practical
exercise

The practical exercise can be applied,
when acquiring practicalskills is
essential. Through practising these
skills, the participant leams the skills.
The trainer provides instruction, assigns
the exercises and orqanises the review

-Link to working
situation.

-Possibility for
repetition.

-Logistic
conditions
cannot be
realised eve-
rywhere
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Teachlng
method

Descriptlon Advantages Dlsadvantages

(e.9. individual feedback or learning
discussions)

-Time consuming
-lt is hard to

directly check
the execution
ofthe
assignments

Role play ln a role play a number of persons
attempt to enacl a problem situation
within a given framework and according
to prescribed roles. The information in a
role play consists of a general situation
outline and a description of a number of
different parts ("you are the action
leader of .... and you would like to
see...).
Additionally, there are several
observers. They observe the role play
on the basis of an assignment. Their
information is important for the review.,

Provides insight into
one's own actions
and those of
others.

Experimenting with
possible
approaches.

Appropriate for
practising, social
skills.

Practical situations
are easily imitated
and convenient to
practise (transfer).

Situations which do
not occur very
often can be
practised.

Not appropriate
for
controversial
subjects.

Time consuming.
Ability to identifu

oneself with a
part and
enthusiasm is
required from
the
participants.

Simulation Experimenting in an imitated situation
which strongly resembles reality or is an
intentional sim plifi cation.

-Safety.
-Possibility for

repetition and
availability.

-Training for
situations which
do not occur very
often in practice

-Degree of difficulty
or complexity can
be changed

-Highly transferable.
-Also appropriate for

management
training.

-Application of the
theory can be
tested.

-Motivating.

-Hard to
determine the
results (criteria
must be
realistic).

-Time
consuming.

Self-study The participants independently acquire
knowledge and skills. This can, for
instance, be achieved through: studying
a book, following an audio-visual
presentation without further guidance or
complete a CA|-programme

-Participant can
determine, time,
place and pace
themselves.

-Little opportunity
to adapt to
cunent
developments.

-Some
participants
find it difftcult
to work
individually.
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Teachlng
method

Descriptlon Advantages Dlsadvantages

Group work
(general)

The participants work together in a
group. Either they work on the same
task or on complementary tasks.

-Concentration of
knowledge and
skills in searching
for a solution to a
problem.

-Sociallearning
takes place.

-Participants
stimulate each
other.

-People feelmore
secure when they
are alone (group
decision).

-Bad solutions are
rejected in the
group process.

-Participants
exchange
experiences in the
group.

-The composition
of the group is
of major
importance;a
wrong
composition
can negatively
influence the
leaming
process.

-lt is difficult to
coach and
supervise
several groups
at the same
time.

-lt is difficult to
discover what
the
knorledge,
skills and
attitudes of the
individual
participants
are.
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You can use this table when you come to design and develop the training course
which forms part of the assessment for ECOSH. Each course you design will be
different and may involve a variety of teaching methods. The next activig will help
you to practice choosing appropriate teaching methods for a variety of tasks.

Use the table to choose an appropriate teaching method for each of the following
tasks

Feedback

You can use a vaiety of teaching methods, but some appropriate ones might be, case
sfudrbg demonstntions or simulations for isk analysis, a short lecture for instruction about
the EU or the Fmmewoft Dircctive, Pmctical exercrses, coaching or demonstrations for
laboratory techniques, rde play focusing on the different rcles in a decision making arcna for
the stntegic planning and case sfudrbs as the basis for group discussrbns when planning for
implementation of OSH policy.

Teaching Aids

As well as choosing the most appropriate teaching method, a training session can be
made more effective by the use of teaching aids. Good teaching aids can function as
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Risk analysis

lnstruction about the
European Union or the
new legislation on health
and safety

Laboratory techniques

Strategic planning

Operational planning for
implementation at national,
regional or company level
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support, add information and add varie$. The following five teaching aids are most
widely used.

Power Point slideshow

This is the regular slideshow we see often made on a computer and projected on
screen through a beamer. Slides can easily be produced, prior to a session. They are
not suitable for details and the most common mistakes usersi make are to put too
much information in too smallwriting.

Hand-outs

Hand-outs are short informative texts usually on a single sheet of paper. They are
suitable for providing information e.g. tables, sets of conclusions, sets of leading
questions and schemes. Hand-outs can be prepared prior to a session. Examples of
hand-outs are:
o ? coffiFlicated scheme;
. a short article;
o a text of more than ten lines;
. the text of a presentation.

Flip chart

A flip chart consists of a board on a stand to which large sheets of paper are
attached. The sheets can be flipped over one by one. lt is suitable for key points, key
words and simple schemes. lt can also be used to make lists of points. The papers
can be prepared in advance but the most common use for flip charts is to record
participant input during a session. These can then be transcribed at a later date and
circulated to all participants. They are a very good way of letting participants see that
their contributions are relevant and valued.

Black- or white board

These boards are found in the front of most classrooms. They are suitable for
demonstration of calculations, for making lists of points and for pufting down notes or
schemes that are important to remember. They would usually require participants to
copy down the information at the time as they will normally be cleaned at the end of
each session. Nowadays also digital blackboards become fashion. The writing can
then easily be copied, printed and distributed.

Video

There are many uses for videos, but they should be used sparingly. Short clips as
case studies are good. Video demonstrations of good practice and as visual
reinforcement work well, but long video presentations reduce interactivity and should
be avoided.
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ln what capacity might you use teaching aids during a case study activity of risk
analysis?

Feedback

You could prcparc a hand-out descibing the situation, use a flip chaft to allect pafticipants
opinions about so/ufibns to the prcblems posed and a video to demonstrate good practice.
There will be many other possibilities and theirwofth should be judged by how much value
they add to the activity.

Summary

There is a lot more to leaming than you might imagine and personal learning sgles
may well determine the effectiveness of your sessions. When the leaming is not your
own, but someone else's, it is not easy to plan what will be most effective for them
without allowing your own preferences to influence you. You will need to consider
your preferred learning styles as well as those of your participants. You need to
understand the range of teaching methods available to you in order to match the
most appropriate teaching method to the tasks your learners need to be able to
accomplish. A variety of visual aids can be used to add value to the teaching method
and enhance your training sessions.

Key learning points

. Your participants will have different learning styles

o You must not let your own learning style restrict the design of your training course

o There are many teaching methods you can use and you should choose one which
is appropriate for the task your participants need to perform

o Teaching aids can help to make the teaching method more effective.

Attempt the self-assessment questions before you move on to the next section
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Self-Assessment Questions

1.

Match each of the following teaching methods to the leaming style for which it would
be most suitable.

Practical tuition

Group work

Discussion group

Lecture

2.

List 6 factors which might influence your decision as to which teaching method to
use.

3.

ldentifu one appropriate teaching aid for each of the following situations and give a
reason for your choice:

A lecture to 60 people

A group discussion

A teaching and learning session

A role play
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Practical tuition Accomodator

Group work Assimilator

Discussion group Diverger

Lecture Converger

Answers to Self-Assessment Questions

1.

Look back at the definitions to see how closely they fit.

2.

You should have listed 6 from:

Participants' profile, group profile, trainer's preferred learning style, learning styles of
participants, effectiveness, attainability, variation, target group, availability of suitable
teaching aids

3.

Power Point slides are the most common teaching aid in this situation although many
staff choose to give hand-outs so that participants don't have to copy notes and can
give the lecturer their full aftention. Short video clips are also suitable in some
lectures.

A topic for a group discussion can be presented on a hand out and key points noted
on a flip chart. Videos are unlikely to be used and a black or white board is less
flexible than a flip chart, but could fulfil the same function if the lafter was not
available.

A flip chart, black board or white board would be appropriate for making notes of the
points arising from the interaction between tutor and participant.

The scenario may be given to participants in a role play in the form of a hand-out.
Observers might use a flip chart to record points, but players in role play would not
normally use teaching aids.
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Gonclusions

You have now completed Part 1 of this Unit on training.

You should have the knowledge and skills to complete the tasks for the
train-the-trainer seminar and to contribute to the activities your tutors will lead.

As you study the other unit of EUCOSH and take part in the activities at the
train-the-trainer seminar, always reflect on your own learning. What have you
enjoyed? What have you found easiest? What did you not like? Try to be objective
because your own experiences are invaluable when you come to design a training
course for other people. Talk to as many people as you can. Constructive comments
on your ideas from fellow participants and tutors will help you to produce a good
training programme.

ln Part 2you will learn how to design a short training course, develop and deliver it
and then evaluate its effectiveness. You will undertake the preparation for your micro
teaching activity by working through the activities in Part 2.
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Training paft 2

Learning objectives

On completion of this unit, participants should:

o have knowledge of the issues relating to adult learning
. be able to conduct a training needs analysis
. be able to identiff the different learning strategies and teaching methods which

are applicable in participatory training sessions
. be able to design a short training course, using appropriate learning strategies
. be able to develop and deliver training courses
o Be able to conduct an evaluation of the training course

lntroduction

ln this second part of the unit on Training you will learn about the theory and
practice of using a training session to develop knowledge and skills for the
participants, specifically in Occupational Safety and Health. The unit takes the form
of a work book which you can study after you have completed the other units or in
parallel with them. You will need information contained in other Units in order to
complete some of the activities in this one.

The final assignment for the course requires you to identify, design and develop a

short training course for delivery within your organisation. The activities in this unit
use very general examples and will enable you to develop the requisite skills.

There are 3 sections in the second part of this Unit, one coresponding to each of the
learning outcomes. You will be required to take the work you undertake in some of
the activities of this unit to the train-the-trainer seminar where you will be able to
share your experiences with other participants. This will help you to broaden your
understanding of both training and Occupational Safety and Health.

The activities which provide input for the Train-the-trainer Seminars are your
opportunity to use the skills from each section to begin work on the training course
you have to design and deliver for your final assignment.

Do not forget that throughout EUCOSH you are the learner. Always try and reflect on
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your experiences as you progress through your leaming about Occupational Safety
and Health and apply the best of your experiences in your design of the course you
are preparing for others.
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Section 4 - designing a short training session

Learning Objectives

On completion of this section you will be able to:

o formulate operational objectives ftom general objectives

. produce a design for a course

. sequence contents within a design

lntroduction

So far we have looked at the tools you will need to design and develop your training
course, but now we are going to look at the process. Operational objectives are the
component parts of a general objective and are the outcomes which will be achieved
during a training session. They will depend not only on the general objective itself but
also on the participants' profile and the limiting factors. Only when the operational
objectives have been formulated can the contents, teaching methods and teaching
aids be incorporated into the design of your course. As you will see in section 6 the
evaluation criteria which allow us to measure how successfulthe training has been
will include aspects of the whole process as well as the achievement of the
operational objectives. We need to know if the training was successful and if an
appropriate process was designed to achieve this outcome.

Operational obiectives

While the general objective is what the participants should be able to undertake in
the work place as a result of the training, the operational objectives are the individual
outcomes of the training intervention and relate to the outcomes of the task analysis
matrix we discussed in section 2

ln this activity you will practice formulating operational objectives from a general
objective.

Using the general objective:

The participant can apply first aid effectively in case of an accident at work

18
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suggest 2 operational objectives for an office worker and 2 additional operational
objectives for a worker in a factor using cufting tools and heavy equipment.

Feedback

For an office workerthe opentionalobjectives might be:

The participant will be able to:

wash and dress a smallwound,

administer rcsuscitation following a heart attack

A factory worker might have the same 2 opentional objectives plus 2 which relate to the
specific naturc of their work such as:

rcduce bl@d loss following accidents involving rctating blades

take apprcpriate action to support employees with brcken limbs following accidents with
heavy machinery

An office worker

1.

2.

A factory worker

1.

2.
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The design process

The relationshap between all the elements of training course design can be
expressed in the diagram below:

Needs analysis

Target group -
Participant's

orofile

General
Objectives

Limiting
conditions

Operational objectives

( uetnods DV

( Aids I)V

Evaluation

<l-

<l-

ra-

Achieving
Learning
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Macro design

You are now ready to start designing an outlane of the course. At this stage you have
to make choices concerning:

. sequence of the subjects,

o relationship between theory and practice,

o timing, whether the sessions are consecutive or have days or even weeks
between them.

Sequence of the subjects

Good structuring of the learning contents can provide a more efficient learning
process. The sequence will be determined by the entry level of the target group and
the operational objective(s) of the course or the course component. There must be a
logical coherence between the different elements of the subject matter.

Using the examples of the knowledge elements identified in the feedback to the first
task in Activity 7, arrange the 6 elements in the order you think appropriate.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Feedback

An apprcpriate order for antents would be; the amponent pafts of the computerc, the
symptoms of faufts in each paft, mdel or serial number of a components, pafts which can
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be mended, pafts which need replacing, terms of guarantees and seruice contructs and
identifying suppliers of parts

This example follows a chronological order in terms of the tasks you would need to
perform to repair the computer, but this is just one of the principles which can be
used to put elements of content into a sequence. Others include:

Concentric - where you start with a simplified description of the whole and build
layers of knowledge and skills around this core leading to deepening and elaborating
of knowledge and skills. A training course in word processing on a computer might
start with basic features and then move through increasingly complex functions to
high order desk top publishing and internet mark-up knowledge and skills.

Exemplary - where the most representative themes are selected and elaborated. The
subject matter learned can be applied in similar situations. This course on developing
a training session is an example of an exemplar since you should be able to design
other sessions when you have completed this Unit and designed the course for your
finalassignment.

Problem-oiented - where problems derived from the participants'working
environment are created for participants to solve. ln the first aid course we have
mentioned this might involve presenting participants with a reconstruction of
someone with a heart attack and working through how to dealwith the situation.

Psychological order - where the course starts with the subject about which the
participant has the most questions. This can be the subject the participant likes best,
or the very opposite, the subject the participant is most reluctant to address.
Experience in the European Union has shown that the publicity given to the internet
has led to this type of course where participants want to know how to use the internet
but don't know how to use a computer. Carefully designed courses can achieve both.

20 - 80 rule of Parefo - where 2oo/o of the tasks define 80% of the daily work. By
starting with these 2Oo/o, the participants can function very quickly in their new role.
An example of this type of subject sequencing might be an induction course for a
new job in a factory where the participants need to know how to use new equipment
straight away so that they perform their job and then move on to other factors such
as maintenance and other related tasks.

Someone has showed you how use the computers in a study centre and search the
internet for relevant web pages. Which sequencing principles do you think apply in
this example?

December 2013
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Feedback

Ihis is an example of exemplary since you will be able to tnnsfer your skills to other
computers and otherweb pages.

Relation between theory and practice

The relationship between the amount of theory and practice is determined by the
types of objectives and the learning styles of the target group. When skills objectives
have to be attained, the practice will make up the majority of the course, whereas if
the balance of the objectives is towards knowledge and attitudes then theory may
predominate.

However practice-oriented assignments are always essential because of the
connection with the participants' working situation.

Think about EUCOSH. What do you think is the balance of theory and practice
across the whole course?

Feedback

The objectives of EUCOSH arc very pmctical ones. You should leam to find information on
the intemet and use it to run tnining cpurses to enable others fo use the information in their
decision making prccesses. Ifie cpunee team have not producod a highly thqretical@utae
which teaches you the OSH legislation in force, but ruther one which gives you the pnctical
sklls fo find, interprct and teach.

Time

One can choose consecutive course days or course days with various length gaps
between them. There will be many factors which influence your choice in this

Dccember 20 I 3
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respect. ln training sessions on consecutive days participants will remember more of
what they have learned, but if there is a gap of several days between the sessions
they may have had an opportunity to apply their new skills and see the practica!
relevance.

Looking back at the limitations you may have to work with when designing your
course, what do you think will be the advantages and disadvantages of a consecutive
model as opposed to one with gaps between training sessions?

Feedback

A consecutive @urse is'compact'. The participants can really ancentrate on the leaming .

However, many employerc will not or cannot give blocks of time for aftendance at courses.
The advantage of a aurse with gaps between sessarn is that pafticipants have the
oppoftunity to apply the subject matterthey have leamed in theirworking pructice. This
leaming expeienre in tum can be applied to the suDJbcfs leamed during the course days
that follow. However, fhe sessrbns may be difftcult to plan if sepante days or half days have
to be planned. You will need to keep allof these things in mind when designing yourown
sessarns.

December 20 I 3
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Consecutive

Advantages

Disadvantages

lntermittent

Advantages

Disadvantages
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Matrixmethod

The Matrix-method is a very useful aid in course design. lt enables you to plan and
organise your course in a flexible way. Course objectives and ideas for teaching
methods are written on different Post-its. Subsequently, they can be arranged and
re-arranged in a time-table (the matrix).

Before you start using the Matrix-method, it is convenient to have the following
materials available:

o Postjt self-adhesive note paper or other similar material

. a number of rather thick markers

. flip chart paper, a blackboard or a white board

To use the Matrix-method undertake the following steps:

1 General objectives

o Determine the general objectives which have to be achieved in the programme.

o Write down each general objective on a'Post-it'.

o Use a different colour marker for each objective and maintain this colour scheme
in the subsequent steps

o Give each objective a number. This will help you to be clear which teaching
methods go with which objective in the matrix, when you start to arrange the
Post-its.

2 Operational obiectives

o Formulate operationalobjectives for every general objective.

o Give a code to each of the operational objectives, derived from the number of the
relevant general objective. This means that connected to general objective 1 are
operational objectives '1.1., 1.2, 1.3, etc.

o Write down each operational objective on a Post{t. Again, use the same colour as
the one you used for the corresponding generalobjective.

December 201 3
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3 Teaching methods for each operational objective

. For each operational objective identiff the most appropriate teaching methods. Do

not try to be too critical in doing so and give as many ideas a chance as possible.

You can finalise which method you are actually going to use later in the process

. Write down each teaching method on a separate Post-it. Give a code to each
teaching method, for example: connected to operational objective 1.1. are the
teaching methods 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1 .1.3, etc.

4 Preference for teaching methods

Now you have to make the final choice in selecting a teaching method for each
operational objective. A good way of making a choice is to weigh the advantages
against the disadvantages of each method for enabling a participant to achieve a
particular objective. Your criteria should include:

. the effectiveness of the teaching method,

. the degree of similarity between the learning situation and the working situation,

o whether the method is active or instructional

o the appropriateness of the teaching method with the group and group size.

Look back at section 3 if you are unsure about the advantages and disadvantages of
the methods you have selected.

Use this information to decide how'aftractive'this method is for the programme by
scoring it on an arbitrary scale e.g. 5 is excellent and 1 is least appropriate. You can
use a table to do this and the next activity will enable you to practice this technique.

Returning to the example of first aid, one of the operational objectives was
administer resuscitation following a heart aftack. Use the table to identify 3 possible
teaching methods, identiff advantages and disadvantages and score them using the
1 to 5 scale.

illethod Advantages Disadvantages Score

December 20 I 3
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Feedback

You might have identified, video, practicaldemonstntion and rcle play as possrbre teaching
methods. The advantages of a video arc that lots of people can see it at once and the
conect technique can be demonstrated. The disadvantages arc that it might be difficult to
film allaspecfs of the technique and pafticipants would have no rcassurance that they could
actually rcpeat the technique conectly.

ln the case of a practical demonstration the advantages arc that a dummy can be used so
that individual actions can be demonstnted and pafticipants can try the technique for
themselves with the tutor watching to support the development of their skills. The
disadvantages arB that only a small gtoup auld pafiicipate at any one time and you would
need the apprcpiate teaching aid, in fhis case a lifelike dummy.

ln role play, individual actions could be demonstnted and there would be no need for a
dummy. The disadvantages include that small groups only auld pafticipate and the actual
technique cannot be practised by the pafticipants, since it is dangercus to admintsferfhis
technique to a conscious, heafthy person and few participants would like the idea of being
the patient in this situation! You might have sared video 3, pncticaldemonstration 5 and
role play 1 because it is unsafe.

5 Time estimate per teaching method

Only general guidelines can be provided. The 'duration' of a teaching method is
influenced and determined by a number of factors including: group size, quality of the
trainer and the complexi$ of the assignment. The next step in the matrix method is
for you to indicate, for each teaching method you have selected, your estimate of the
time it will take and write it down on the appropriate Post-it. lt is common for
inexperienced trainers to be over ambitious and allocate insufficient time for
activities, so be very carefulwhen you do this.

lf you had decided on the practical demonstration for resuscitation following a heart
aftack and you had a group of 12 participants, how long would you allow for this
activity in your course? Suggest 4 factors that might influence your decision?

December 2013
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Time Factors considered

1.

2.

3.

4.

Feedback

You would need to allow a long time for this activity, possibly a whole sesstbn. The factors
which you would need to consider include; the number in the group (whbh is quite large for a
pructicalsessrbn), the fact that each padicipant will need fo see cleafly the demonstmtion
and then pructice forthemselves, fhe prcvision of an opportunity for pafticipanfs fo ask
questions, but prcbably most of allas fhrs is a lifesaving technique the participants would
need to be fully confident and prcficient. lf they were not, they could either ham patients
ruther than save them and the effect on their conscience and confidence could be
devastating. fh,s ,s an extrcme example, but it does illustrute the point that you must
consider all aspecfs thoroughly.

6. Fixed programme components

These are the things which must be included and although there may be a little
flexibility, they will ultimately determine the format of your session(s). Make a
blueprint or a matrix of the course for each session or day and fill out the matrix with
what you are already sure about regarding the fixed programme components such
as introduction, coffee, Iunch and evaluation, etc. For example:

December 20 I 3
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Time Fixed component

9 - 9.30 Welcome, introduction and explanation
of course objectives

10.30 - 11 Coffee
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1-2 Lunch

3.45 - 4.15 Tea

5 - 5.30 Evaluation

As you can see, you could have tea earlier or coffee later for instance to balance
sessions and match teaching methods with time, but the elements remain the same.

7 Completing the matrix

You will now be in a position to put all your information together in the matrix and
produce the design for your training course.

25 Tutorial Seminar 2

Draw a large matrix in the form of a plan of the session on a flip chart sheet,
blackboard or white board . Don't forget that all the Post-its have to fit onto the sheet
so you may need to use one for each of your sessions.

Fill out the matrix by placing the Post-its in the appropriate places on the sheet and
include only the teaching methods you selected in step 3 and step 4 of the Matrix
Method. ln this way you can visualise the composition of the course before you write
up the finaldesign.

Try to compose a balanced programme, which takes into account aspects, such as
the importance of operational objectives, appropriate sequencing of content,
attractiveness and variation of teaching methods, time available and the profile of the
participant group.

When you are satisfied with the result, you can write up your design. The advantage
of using Post its over black or white board is that you can just keep the flip chart
sheets and you don't actually need to write it up further.

You will use this design in the next section to develop the micro teaching session you
will deliver during the train-the-trainer seminar and you should bring your matrix plan
with you to discuss with the tutor and other participants.

December 201 3
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You are now well on the way to preparing the training sessaon which forms part of the
linal assessment for the EUCOSH programme.
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Summary

The generalobjectives which we discussed in Section 2 are used to formulate the
operational objectives. Operational objectives state what the participants should be
able to do on completion of the training course and should be directly related to the
tasks identified in the training needs analysis. Once the operationalobjectives have
been agreed, you can start designing the outline of the course by deciding on the
sequenoe of the content by using appropriate sequencing principles. The balance
between theory and practice elements must be relevant to the performance of the
tasks in the work place and the timing of the sessions as wel! as timing within them
may be constrained by a number of factors such as availability of participants,
trainers or within a session by fixed elements such as refreshment breaks. The
matrix method is one very convenient way of bringing allthe elements of a course
design together in a flexible format allowing for refining adjustments, such as
choosing the appropriate teaching method, before the design is finalised.

Key learning points

o Operationalobjectives are derived from the generalobjectives and describe the
outcomes of the training. They relate specifically to the tasks participants will
perform in the work place.

. Sequencing content is undertaken using one of a number of sequencing
principles.

. The relationship between theory and practice will depend upon the tasks to be
performed in the work place and whether the operational objectives are
knowledge or skills based.

o There are a number of factors which must be considered before the final decision
as to which teaching method is chosen for delivering each operational objective.
These include effectiveness, attractiveness, availability of teaching aids and
safety.

o Timing of sessions should be relevant to participants needs and delivery of the
operational objectives

o Timing within the training sessions will depend upon fixed elements including
introduction, evaluation a nd refresh ment breaks.

. The matrix method allows consideration of all aspects with opportunity for
refinement before formalisation of the design.

Try the self-assessment questions before you move on to Section 5

December 201 3
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Self-Assessment questions

1.

Rewrite the elements of the main task A in activity 7 as operational objectives.

2.

Where would you find the generalobjectives and operational objectives for this unit
on training of EUCOSH?

3.

Which principle would you apply when sequencing the content for each of the
following:

a) Training provided for new managers who will appraise the performance of
employees?

b) An employee who spends most of their working week operating machinery
with dangerous rotating blades and the rest cleaning and repairing the
machinery when it is stationary.

c) Training commissioned by a company which decides that it can provide
computers for its work force most cheaply by training operators, who would
othenrise be made redundant, to assemble machines from their
component parts.

4.

Why is the matrix method a preferred method for designing a training course?

December 2013
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Answers to Self-Assessment Questions

1.

General objective

On completion of the course the technician will be able to repair computer hardware.
(Agreed with the client or manager)

Operational objectives

On completion of the course the participants will;

Know the component parts of the computers

Know the symptoms of faults in each component

Be able to identiff the faul$ component

Be able to remove faulty parts

Be able to installreplacement parts

Pay attention to detail

Have a positive approach to safe working practices

Know which parts can be mended and which need replacing

Know general terms of guarantees and service contracts

knowledge

knowledge

skill

skill

skill

attitude

attitude

knowledge

knowledge

knowledge

skill

skill

December 201 3
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Be able to use supplier information to return parts and order repairs skill

Be able to identiff the model or serial number of a component skill

Know the suppliers of parts

Be able to compare prices

Be able to place orders

2.

The general objectives precede the introduction at the front of each work book and
the operational objectives are given at the beginning of each section.

3.

a) You would probably use psychologicalsequencing. These are new
manageni and may think appraisal is going to be easy or, on the other
hand, they may realise that good appraisal is a very high order skill. Some
research through the participants' profile will be useful in this case.
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b) Pareto's rule would apply here. Not only because the majority of time is
spent operating the machinery but also because it as very likely to be more
dangerous when operating than when at rest.

c) The content would need to be sequenced chronologically so that the
operators could fit the components together in the most effective sequence.
The training would probably follow a step by step approach.

4.

The matrix method has several advantages. However, the main one is the ability to
move the Post lts around to refine the design in the light of any constraints or criteria
used to select elements such as teaching methods. This allows all elements to be
considered together before the design is finalised.
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Section 5 - developing and delivering training sessions

On completion of this section you should:

. Know how to use the design for a training couftie to develop a practical plan for the training session

and identiff the materials needed

o Know some of the issues which can affect the delivery of a training session

. Be able to develop a micro teaching session for the train-the-trainer seminar

lntroduction

The results of the activities you have undertaken so far should have resulted in the
design of your training session for the final assessment. This design can be used as
a blueprint for further development of the couftie. As you develop your ideas, you wil!
have to consider whether the choices you made are going to contribute to the
realisation of the general objectives. lt may be that you will have to re-arrange the
general framework as you begin to face the practicalities of delivering the course
yourself. Course development is not a linear process, although the diagram might
suggest this.

Refining the operational objectives

The first stage in the development phase should be to revisit the operational
oblectives and test them to see if they need changing or refining as you develop your
course.

A useful method for testing operational objectives is to use the acronym SMART. Do
your operationa! objectives fulfilthe following conditions. Are they:

Specific: have you distinguished between knowledge, skills and attitude?

Measurable: how will you know if the obiective is achieved?

Attainable: do the activities really correspond to the tasks the participants
are responsible for in their job?

Reasonable: is it reasonable to expect the participants to achieve the
objectives within this course?

December 201 3
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Time based: How long is the period in which the participants have to attain the
objectives?

Be sure to check the operational objectives you have formulated, against these five
conditions. lf your objectives fail on any aspect of these tests, you may end up with
dissatisfied participants or clients.

26

ln this activig you are going to practice applying the SMART test. Using the first aid
example again, we might have an operational objective which states that;

on completion of the session, participants can give mouth-to-mouth resuscitation
according to the First Aid protocol.

Apply the SMART test to this objective and make a note of any conditions which
might apply.

s

M

A

R

T

Feedback

It is speciftc since it rs a sk/l indicated by the phnse'be able to'. lt is measunble if you
adopt an appropriate teaching method since your pafticipants could demonstnte their
technique on an approved dummy during fhe sessrbn. lt will be attainable if first aid is paft of
the pafticipants job as it will enable them to pertorm that role befter. If is reasonable to
expect the pafiicipants to achieve this, again, if an appropriate teaching method is used. The
time will have to be onsidercd carcfully. Has enough time been allowed for the pafticipant
to understand the prccedurc and practise the skill? Lorik again at your rcsponse to activity
24. You will see that in some cases a fesf can be passed orfailed, but in otherc the
conditions which allow it fo pass may be things you need to note forfurther consideration for
instance in the timing within fhe sessions.
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Refining other aspects of your course

Now that the operational objectives have been refined, the selecting and sequencing
of content should also be reviewed. You can use the same starting point as before
but in addition, a number of additional sequencing principles can be used which are
usefulwhen developing your course on micro-leve!.

Start by being ruthless. Obviously the selection of contents has to be directed by the
objectives. The course has to contain allthe content that is required to achieve the
objectives, BUT make a positive effort to leave out content which is not required.
This is more difficult than you might imagine.

ln this activity you will select those elements of content which are necessary and
reject those which are not.

Use the same operationalobjective as before:

'on completion of the session, participants can give mouth-to-mouth resuscitation
according to the First Aid protocol'

lndicate which of the following content you would include and which you would leave
out.

Topic !n or out

Parts of the body

The respiratory process

How to open the ainrays

How to close the nose and breath into the patient's mouth

How to locate the heart

How to administer heart massage

How to sequenoe events

How to test for resuscitation

December 2013
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When to stop

How to apply the recovery position

How to send for an ambulance

Feedback

You would need to include: how to open the airways, how to close the nose and breath into
the patient's mouth, how to sequence events, how to test for rcsuscitation and when to stop.
Some of the other items on the list may be applicable to anotheroperutionalobjective such
as applying heart massage as well as mouth to mouth rcsuscitation, but not to this one.
Some arc intercsting backgrcund knowledge, but not necessaty to acquirc the skill
descibed by this pafticular operational objective.

The same refining process should now be applied to the other choices you had to
make in the macro design of your course. You are really testing to see if what you
originally designed is practicable when considered in the context of actually
delivering your couftie. lf you have not been involved in designing and delivering
training before, you willtend to be over ambitious, so this refining process is a very
important one.

Remember to be ruthless. lt is all too easy to design and develop a beautiful course
which is impracticalwhen you try to deliver it. You are now working with the detail
and developing on micro-leveland you can go through this refining process a
number of times. However, the best way to refine your course is to obtain some
feedback and this is why the trainthe-trainer seminar provides an opportunity for
each participant to deliver a micro teaching session. For the rest of this section we
will go through the process of preparation for your micro teaching contribution to the
train-the-trainer seminar.

Developing your micro teaching session

At this point in the course, you should have the macro design for the training course
you are going to submit as your final assignment from Activity 25. The activities in
section 5 should have helped you to develop that design further, but now you must
choose a small part of it to deliver as your micro teaching session in the train-the-
trainer seminar.

Choose the part of your course you are going to deliver very carefully. You can
practice developing your design and delivering it to other participants and your tutor.
You will receive feedback on both the design and delivery. This kind of feedback
really is the most valuable you can have and the tutors will make sure it is
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constructively critical so that you can improve your whole course before you submit it
for assessment. lt is not a competition, so helping each other will give the whole
group insights into many different approaches and let you exchange ideas with
participants who have different perspectives and interests.

You will have a maximum of 't5 minutes for your micro teaching session so choose
the topic carefully. You obtain the maximum benefit, you should try and select one
operational objective so that you can really go through the whole process and test
yourself in each aspect of design, development and delivery.

Each of the remaining activities in Section 5 takes you through one step of the
process, but you will obtain the feedback during the train-the-trainer seminar.

Select the operational objective you hope to achieve with your participants (your
peers at the train-the-trainer seminar). At this stage you might like to choose two or
three and make a final choice at a later stage.

From the design you produced using the matrix method in Activity 25 look again at
your three operational objectives and the teaching and learning method you
selected. For this exercise you need to choose an objective and teaching method
which can be delivered in 15 minutes but which will allow you to demonstrate all
aspects of design, development and delivery. Bearing in mind the outcome of
Activi$ 24, a practical demonstration might not be a suitable one to choose.

Use the table below to focus your ideas for each of your operational objectives and
then make your final selection.

December 201 3
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1.

2.

3.

28

Obiective Number of
participanb

Teaching
method

Teaching aids Can this be
completed in
15 minutes?
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The objective I willdeliver is:

29

Next, you should go through the refining process for your micro teaching session.
Use the tables to take you through the process step by step.

December 20 I 3
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M

A

R

T

Comments or reasons

ls the objective SMART?

What are the topics I must
cover?
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What is the most
appropriate sequence?

ls the teaching method I

have selected the most
appropriate?

Will at work with the
number of participants I

have - and any additional
ones?

What teaching aids will be
most effective?

Can I still deliver it in 15
minutes?

What do I need to have
available when I prepare
my micro teaching
session?

You should now have undertaken all the preparation so the next stage is to actually
prepare your micro teaching session. Before you begin preparation, just think back,
look through the workbook of this Unit on Training and attempt Activity 30.

ln this activity you will check some of the points we considered in the early sections
of this Unit. Try to answer the following questions:
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Have you considered your preferred learning style
and those of your participants in making your
decisions?

Have you given any thought to the special needs
of adult learners?

Feedback

Remember not to let your prcferrcd leaming style influence your design. You will have met
your grcup of participanfs af the train-the-trainer seminar, so you may know a liftle of their
prcfercnces. Don't think back to your schal days. Many people think a lecturc is fhe besf
way to teach because that is what happened when they werc at schoal, but a lecturc is not
interactive and you should enable intenction and opportunity for discussrbn and asking
guesfibns.

31 Tutorial Seminar 2

You should now prepare your micro teaching session.

lmplementation

By the time you complete EUCOSH, you will have designed a training course of your
own and delivered part of it in a micro teaching session, but the actualdelivery of
your own full course will depend on a number of other local factors if it is to be as
effective as possible.

Some of the factors you will need to consider to maximise the effectiveness of any
course you deliver are:

Attendance and commitnent

When carrying out a training session or programme, it is important to plan the timing
of the session very carefully. The participants have to be able to really make time for
the training. lt is always best to publish the time well in advance so that participants
can commit fully to the course.

The other factor which can affect attendance and commitment is the location of the
training sessions. When the training is carried out near the workplace, there is a
danger of the participants not being able to concentrate fully. Often they are
distracted by various job activities which interrupt the training.
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Group size and attitude

ln training practice, it is common for the group size to change without notice. This
can mean that you will have to adapt teaching methods and activities accordingly.
Try and be flexible by preparing for a range of numbers of participants.

The involvement of the participants is of substantial importance for the success of a
training programme. Sometimes, during the training it becomes evident that
participants are not motivated to participate actively in the training. There can be
several reasons for this. One can be the group size which is too large for the
activities allowing some participants to 'hide'. Another cause of poor motivation is the
way in which the course has been presented to prospective participants

Activity 32

Consider the following three ways in which a manager presented a training
opportunity to his employees and use your own reactions to identiff the effect each
will have on a trainee.

Feedback

The manager is borcd by the whole thing in the ftrct example and no employee is going to be
enthusiastic about attending. ln the seand example, the case r.s presenfed for the
employers'benefit notthe employee's, whercas in the third scenario, good reason is given
with the benefrts prcsented in a balanced way. Of cource basing attendance on appnisal,
identifying rcaldevelopment needs of the individualis fhe mosf apprcpiate way of agreeing
tnining oppoftunities. lf this negative attitude is encountered, you may face the task of

EUCOSH Train-the-trainer Part 2 December 2013
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1. My boss says all my staff should go on this training course.

2. There is a training course running next week. I know you're busy but it's
probably a good idea to cover the company's OSH commitments

3. lt's very important for all staff to aftend the OSH training course. You will learn
about your personal responsibilities for OSH at work and the company's
responsibilities with respect to your employment.
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identifying the prcblem and prcposing ordiscussing solutions eitherwith pafticipants orwith
the management.

Now that you have planned your course very carefully the participants are bound to
achieve their objectives- or will they? How will you know if you have been successfu!
and your participants have found the course effective and enjoyable?

Ithink...

Feedback

You will get some feelfor how successfulyou have been frcm participants during the
sessrbn. However, developing a cource is a continuous process and involves evaluating all
aspecfs, making appropiate adjustments beforc the next sesson. The final section of this
work bak deals with evaluation which you must build into the course you submit for your
finalassignment

Summary

The macro design for a training course is used to develop a practical plan for a
training session and to identiff the materials you will need. There are many issues
which need to be considered during this development phase which will affect
delivery. These include refining the operational objectives using the SMART
acronym, ensuring that the session only covers essential subject material and
similarly refining other aspects of the course. Micro teaching is a way of ensuring that
the process of development produces a course which is appropriate in practical
terms for delivering in the specified time and obtaining feedback from tutors and
colleagues. ldentifying motivationalfactors will help to ensure successfultraining
sessions and evaluation is essential to find out if the training has been successful.

Key learning points

o The macro design is refined during the development phase

o Operational objectives can be refined by applying the SMART test

o Content should be reviewed to ensure that only essentialtopics are covered
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o Allother aspects should be reviewed in a similar manner - be ruthless

. Care must be taken to ensure that the course can be delivered in the time
available

. Micro teaching is a way of developing and delivering a small section of a course
and receive feedback which will reflect the process as well as the content.

. There are some factors which will be out of your control and which you may only
discover at the beginning of the session. You should try to be prepared for all
eventualities.

Try the self-assessment questions before moving on to the last section

December 201 3EUCOSH Train-the,trainer Part 2
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Self-assessment q uestions

1.

How would you test for each aspect of SMART for an operational objective?

2.

Which of the following aspects of a training course are likely to result in over running
the allocated time?

Teaching method

Content

Teaching aids

Age of participants

3.

What are the distinctive features and the purpose of a micro teaching session?

4.

What are the essential differences between a macro and micro design of a training
course?

5.

Suggest 3 things which can affect your training course, but which are outside of your
control and about which you may not be notified untilthe actual session.
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Answers to self-assessment questions

1.

2.

Teaching methods and content are the two most likely to affect timing. ln the case of
content, it is easy to include more than is necessary. A very participative teaching
method may involve each participant practising a skill and that is very time
consuming. Teaching aids may well make a session more efficient and the age of
participants wouldn't have a significant effect, although you willfind that some groups
ask more questions and this can affect your timings.

3.

A micro teaching session is an opportunity to select a smal! part of a course and
deliver it to a group of participants so that you obtain feedback on the content,
design and delivery.

4.

The macro design is broad in its scope beginning with deriving the operational
objectives from the generalobjectives. The development or micro design is a refining
process in which the assumptions you have made in the macro design are tested
and refined to focus on the most effective and relevant strategy for each component
of the coursie. Each element of the course should be subjected to the same rigorous
review.

5.

Timing with respect to the availabili$ of participants

December 201 3
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Specific: have you distinguished between knowledge, skills and attitude?

Measurable: how will you know if the objective is achieved?

Aftainable: do the activities really correspond to the tasks the participants
are responsible for in their job?

Reasonable: is it reasonable to expect the participants to achieve the
objectives within this course?

Time based: How long is the period in which the participants have to attain the
objectives?
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Location of a training session near to or at work can result in distractions for
participants

More or fewer participants may actually attend the session, so be prepared for
variations in your group size

Poor motivation can be because of poor managerial communication of relevance.
This may need to be addressed with participants or managers.

Attitudes are often affected by the position an individual holds within the organisation
and this can influence the effectiveness of a training session.
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Section 5 - evaluating a training course or session

On completion of this section you should:

o Know the purpose and benefits of evaluation

. Be able to identiff those elements of a training course which can be evaluated

o Know the points at which a training course can be evaluated

. Know the difference between open and closed questions

lntroduction

The first time you run a training course, you are really conducting a pilot. No matter
how well you plan, you will not actually know how effective it will be untilyou actually
deliver it to a group of participants. Micro teaching helps, but is usually conducted
with a group of your peers, not participants. lt is therefore essential that you find out
how effective and well received the session is during this pilot. Evaluation and
revision in the light of feedback from evaluation of the pilot are an essential part of
the development process. So, ideally, a pilot version is given first, after which the
finalversion can be developed. And even then, evaluation and revision remains
important. A training course has to represent the latest insights and innovations and
therefore has to be updated continuously.

Evaluation should always be linked to the general and operational objectives of a
training. lts purpose is primarily to find out if the objectives have been achieved
although other very useful information can also be obtained by well conducted
evaluation

Suggest three things you would like to be asked about a training course other than
the achievement of the objectives.

1.

2.
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3.

Feedback

Somefiinees it is the detailsuch as the location, the cateing or even the heating which can
ruin the best planned tmining sessrbn. Ihese factors affect the socialaspecfs of a course,
but years later a participant may remember a course because fi taras freezing cold or the
food was tenible, rather than how well the obiectives werc addressed.

Evaluation methods can be divided into two types, process evaluation and product
evaluation.

Process evaluation is a measure of how wellthe course enables the participants to
meet the objectives. Product evaluation is similar to assessment, since it measures
how well a participant is able to demonstrate their ability to meet the learning
objectives.

Process evaluation

The objective of process evaluation is to evaluate elements of the learning process
which contribute to the learning experience.

Questions can be asked about:

o accommodation

. duration of the training

o the contents

o the applicability in the workplace

. the teaching methods

o the quality of the materials

o the quality of the trainer

o the fulfilment of expectations.

To carry out process evaluation, interviews or questionnaires can be used.
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Generally speaking process evaluation is subjective. This means that it depends on
the attitudes and opinions of the individual participant. What one participant finds to
be very good, another may think is poor. lt is usual to use a set of statements and
ask participants to say to what extent they agree or disagree. An alternative is to ask
them to score a component, say out of 5. These methods can apply to
question naires or interviews.

Use the process elements listed above to complete the design of the following
questionnaire:

Feedback

ln the same way as - accommdatbn beames the statement, 'The accommdation was
apprcpriate forthe training sessrbn' so - durution of the tnining becomes'The dumtion of the
training sessbn was just right'. Similady - contents auld be expressed as 'The content of
the aurse avercd the knowledge objectives'. lt is impoftant to have some negative
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Strongly
agree

Agree Disagree Strongly
disagree

The accommodation was
appropriate for the training
session

duration of the training

the contents

the applicability in the
workplace

the teaching methods

the quality of the materials

the quality of the trainer

the fulfilment of expectations.
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sfafemenfs so that pafticipants have to think beforc answeing so - fhe applicabil$ in the
workplace could become 'The course dealt exclusively with theory about the subject'. lf the
course was very practical, then the pafticipant would have to strcngly disagrce. The teaching
methods allowed you to practice the skill, the quality of the course mateials was very high,
the trainer was able to involve everyone and the course fulftlled all my expectations - arc
suitable statements for the other elements.

Product evaluation

The product of training can be evaluated as wel! as the process.

The objective of product evaluation is to evaluate the learning of the participants or,
in other words, the degree to which the objectives have been met.

To carry out a product evaluation, the following evaluation-instruments are useful:

. verbaltest;

o written test;

. observation of role plays;

. observation in the work place.

lf the outcome of this type of evaluation is used to measure the participants'
performance, then it is the same as assessment. Formative assessment is used to
provide participants with a measure of their performance and explanation of their
degree of understanding, whereas summate assessment is used to judge
performance and rank or grade performances.

It is important to define the evaluation criteria before the course starts. The product
evaluation criteria have to be derived from the objectives.

36

Using the operational objectives from Activity 18, suggest a means for evaluating
each.

The participant will be able to:

1. wash and dress a smallwound,

2. administer resuscitation a heart attack
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3. reduce blood loss following accidents involving rotating blades

4. take appropriate action to support employees with broken limbs following
accidents with heavy machinery

Feedback

A simulation might be the Desf 'fesf', but a written fesf rcquiring a desciption would be
possrble, though a /ess satisfactory altemative. Requiring pafticipants to demonstnte the
technique on a dummy would be most apprcpriate. Again a demonstrution with a
hypothetical injury is really the only practicalway of assessling both the trcatment of wounds
and brcken bones. A course such as this would be a very practical one, so demonstntion is
the usual method. The outcomes are frcquently used as assessment and ceftificates
awaded fo successfu/ participants.

llloments for evaluation

There are several points during a training course at which evaluation can take place.

Before the training

A predictive or diagnostic test to determine the current knowledge, skills and
attitudes of the participant.

Suggest three things you think could be achieved by testing participants before they
join a training session?
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2.

3.
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Feed back

The soft of things rf r.s possib/e to ascertain include: whether the participant can participate in
the truining, whether the pafticipant needs to acquirc additional knowledge and skills beforc
they can join the course, whetherthe training is apprcpriate forthe pafticipant and whether
the tnining should be modified to meet the pafticipanfs needs. A test may be sent by post or
participants may be asked to aftend a centrc priorto the truining.

Another type of diagnostic approach would be to conduct an interview with the
participant and/or their manager to find out:

. the current knowledge, skills and attitudes of the participant;

o the training need(s);

o the expectations about the training.

During the training

A sensitive trainer will be aware of undertaking evaluation during the session by
looking for signs of engagement and acquired learning in their participants.
Diagnostic tests can be used during a course to determine the acquired knowledge,
skills and attitudes. These can be formal or informal, for instance by observation.

Process evaluation during training can be conducted by asking the participants to
reflect on the training at the end of each session. The outcomes can be used to
modiff the training to improve the extent to which the course meets the needs of
participants. This is usually a very informal process.

At the end of the training

It is usual to conduct a formal evaluation of both the process and the product at the
end of the training. !n some cases the product evaluation is a test possibly taking the
form of asking the participant to demonstrate competence in a skill. A more formal
example might be a driving test following training through driving lessons. This would
be assessment unless the outcomes of many driving tests were used to modiff the
way in which the training takes place. Knowledge, skills and attitudes are tested
during a driving test.
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Process evaluation: the participants are asked to reflect on the training at the end of
the training. The results are used to modiff the training.

Look carefully at the questionnaire which is provided at the end of this section. Do
you think it is evaluating the process, the product or both?

I think ...

Feedback

The questionnaire addresses many aspect of the process. Only question I attempts fo ask
what the leamer will be able to do afrer the course

The questionnairc demonstrates the two tyrys of questions which can be asked. Closed
guesfrbns have a response which is measunble, definite right or wrcng. Open questions can
be answered in many ways and often depend on opinions or attitudes.

39

Which questions on the questionnaire are open and which are closed?

Open

Closed

Feedback

The questions prcfaced by a lefter are open with the exception of question d) since they arc
asking for a description of your opinions. The questions prefaced by a number arc closed
since they ask you to give a measurcd response on a scale which is given to you. Question

December 20 I 3
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d) is also closed since it asks fora yes or no answer.

After the training, on-the-iob

Probably the most useful form of evaluataon takes place after the training when the
participant is back at work. lf a company has an appraisal scheme and the training
need has been identified during an appraisal interview then a follow up interview or
the next appraisal round should identiff the extent to which the outcomes of the
training have improved performance of the job and hence the applicability of the
acquired knowledge, skills and attitudes.

A questionnaire concerning the performance and the applicabili$ of the acquired
knowledge, skills and attitudes, which has to be filled out some time after the training
is another alternative.

December 2013
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Summary

Evaluation is the process by which the effectiveness of the training is investigated or
determined.

Evaluation methods can be divided into process evaluation and product evaluation.
The objective of process evaluation is to evaluate the learning experience including
essential components such as methods and materials as well as some of the social
aspects such as location, catering and timetable for the session. The objective of
product evaluation is to evaluate the outcomes of the learning. The latter can take
the same form as assessment if a mark, grade, pass or fail is awarded.

There are different moments for evaluation including: before the training; during the
training; at the end of the training and after the training.

Questionnaires usually evaluate process, but carefully constructed questions can
evaluate product. Product is often best evaluated by appraisal after the training since
it considerc how wellthe participant is applying the knowledge skills and attitudes
acquired during training. Open questions ask for opinions whereas closed question
ask for a response which can be measured in some way.

Key learning points

o Evaluation is an essential part of the on-going development of a training course
allowing the course to be improved on an evolutionary basis in response to the
comments and performance of participants.

. Process evaluation provides information about the training process and its ability
to facilitate learning, whereas product evaluation, which is the same as or similar
to assessment, evaluates the learning which has taken place.

o Evaluation can take place before, during at the end of and on implementation of a
training couftie.

. Open questions ask for opinions, reason and suggestions whereas closed
questions ask for a quantifiable response such as right or wrong, true or false or a
measure on a scale.

December 201 3
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A sample questaonnaire

We would like your views and opinions about this training course as part of our
quality monitoring process. We will use your comments to review aspects of the
course so please help us by taking the time to answer the following questions.

Please tick the box which represents your view on the sca/e indicated for each
question

1 What's your impression of excellent tr tr tr tr tr poor
the general organisation of
the course?

2 Did the training meet your completely tr tr tr tr tr not at all
expectations?

3 What's your opinion of the excellent tr tr tr tr tr poor
contents of the course?

4 What's your opinion on the excellent trtrtrtrt] poor
course materials?

5 Does the training contain sufficient trtrtrtrtr insufficient
sufficient variation?

6 Did you have sufficient op- sufficient trtrtrtrtr insufficient
portunity to practise?

7 What is your opinion on the too long tr tr tr tr tr too short
duration of the course?

8 Do you think you will be completely tr tr tr tl tr not at all
able to apply what you have
learned during this course
in your working situation?

9 Whafs your opinion on the excellent tr tr tr tr tr poor
quality of the course?

December 20 I 3
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Please answer the following guesfionsi

a) What parts of the training do you consider to be most valuable to you and why?

b) What parts of the training do you consider to be least valuable to you and why?

c) What's your impression of the trainer (expertise, performance, etc.)?

d) Would you recommend this training to othels?

December 201 3
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Self-assessment q uestions

1.

Why is it important to evaluate a training session and what are the benefits for:

o the trainer

o the learner

o the employer?

2.

Name and explain the two elements of a training course which can be evaluated

3.

At which points can a training course be evaluated and why would appraisal be
arguably the best form of evaluation?

4.

Rewrite question c) of the questionnaire as closed questions

December 201 3
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Answerc to self-assessment questions

1.

You will only know how effective a course is by evaluating it. This involves obtaining
information about opinions and performance of the participants.

Benefits for:

o the trainer include better information about the structure, context and
effectiveness of the course

o the learner are a better understanding of their performance, but also the
knowledge that their input has influenced the effectiveness of the course for future
participants

o the employer sometimes include a better understanding of the outcomes of
training, but should always be improved performance of the employees on future
courses

2.

The two elements are process and product. The process involves the component
parts of a training course and any social and organisational aspect which might affect
a participant's performance, engagement or aftitude to the training. The product is
the outcome of the training and this can be the same as assessment. The
performance of the participant can be established by the trainer before during and
after the sessions or by the employer by observation or at appraisal.

3.

A training course can be evaluated before, during, immediately after and later on
return to the work place. Appraisal be arguably the best form of evaluation, because
it actually considers the application of the new knowledge, skills and aftitudes to the
work. lt truly establishes whether the general objectives determined during training
needs analysis have been met.

4.

Please give your opinion of the following aspects of the trainer 's performance on the
scales indicated below

December 201 3
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Strongly
agree

Agree Disagree Strongly
disagree

1 The trainer was expert in
the subject

2 The trainer was a good
facilitator

3 The learning materials
enabled participants to be
active in the session
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Gonclusions

You have now completed Part 2 of Unit on Training of EUCOSH. We have dealt with
all aspects of designing, developing and delivering a training session. This Unit
should enable you to train others in aspects of OSH. However, it should also have
provided you with the basic skills to design training courses on other topics and
subjects or to develop your skills further if you choose to pursue training as a role
within your employment. !f you are already an experienced trainer this Unit should
have provided you with a different perspective or more ideas.

Hopefully you will have observed the elements of structure within this EUCOSH
course. Although you will be delivering a face to face training session as the final
assignment for EUCOSH, you will have observed the structure of the course and will
be able to embed some of the ideas and activities into your training course. No one
delivery methods is completely different from allothers and opportunities to see how
others develop and deliver learning is always a positive experience.

December 2013
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COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Silhendan ADTGUZEL van ZOELEN

Erffidrra.rril

lr t3f, I lrcisftisg
* Objectives

After this activity you are able:

* to describe the communication process

* to explain the role of perception in communication

* to describe important communication skills that are
needed for senders and receiverc of messages
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lr IE lrc#ffxig

Communication

sharing of feelings,
thoughts and knowledge
with others in different ways

lr IET lrc[PfiX3g

Communication makes big differences in life...
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lr lE[

Communication starts when two people
become aware of each other
. Talking
. Being silent
. Doing something
. Not doing anything

everything means something
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lr IET lrc[ffiy:g
OBJECTIVES OF EFFECTIVE COM MUNICATION

to express a message
to be understood
to be able to get what you want
to make people to do what you want @

lf you notice people have a difficult time
understanding you, consider evaluating
your ability to send messages effectively

IE rrc&"fii39
COMMUNICATION PROCESS

TAESSAGE

Channel
Presentatlon form of message FEEDEACK

Feedback given by receiver
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IE lrcisi,itg
Features of Communication

) There will be no communication
if one of the parties is not ready

) Communication is done with a
person not to a person

) First impression-start is
important

) Words, hands, eyes, position
play important roles in
communication

) Basic for communication is
trying to comprehend

lr tEl trclgi,E-g

Types of Communication

Written Communication
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lnformation Richness of Communication Media
lrci8,TiS!g

tllsrr
lniorrrnllon

;lchnog

I
Low

lnfolrrrrtlon
dchnolr

lrci$i#39

a

a

Verbal

Non- verbal
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DURING COMMUNICATION

) Body language 60%
) Voice 30%
) Words 10%

matters !l

. Whot we soy is not importont,

. How we soy it is importont ......

Itr! lrc$ftrsIs

NON.VERBAL COM M U NICATION

. Body language

. Face "smiling face, eye contact"

. Mimics

. The way of sitting

. Posture
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SMILE !
Evbn if-you are in a bad mood,

YOU STILL LOOK NICE ...

AND

YOU WILL FEEL NICE ...

oov

IH lrcl$fiI8'::t

Non-Verbal Communication

The other should be met with a smile in a polite
way

Be interviewed face to face with eye contact
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* Ey" contoct
* Fociol Expressions
* Heod movements
* 6estures
* Posture
* Touching
* Appeoronce

Eye-Contact

GO
@@@
@@@
@@@

ITil Irci#i#t'g

Not the ones wtto speak
the same language
understiand eacfi other,
but the ones that share
the same feelings.

Rumi(Suft poet, 1207-
1273)
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ITf, lrcl8Pi,isg
VERBAL GOMMUNICATION

)Voice

) Listening

t5f, I lrc[Ifir:'g
votcE

) Neither loud nor too silent

) lmportant parts of the message should be emphasised

10
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lrc$i,Bglrtr
Between the Recipient and Delivered MessageA

Not listen ListenA
Misunderstood Understood conectlyA

Disagree to the message AgreedA
Feedback is Feedback is OK
not conect

Relationship

IE lrc[ffii3'g
LISTENING TYPES

) Pretended listening
)

) Selective listening

) Stucked listening

) Defensive listening

) Trap planner listening

) Superficial listening

) Effiective Listening

11
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^S6vo

- tl.ilrq r (oi( 5r-'\,e I rr:l

I love fish

l'l-S
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lrci8ri,x3E:

EFFECTIVE LISTENING

. Listener really understands the speaker

. He enters the world of the speaker and replies verbally

8@ts

tEt !rc8ffix313

E,IAPATH/

) Empathy is the copocity to recognize emotions thot
are being experienced by onother person.

13
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u Before you judge a man, stroll thruEh his shoes
until sunrise fo sunsef"

Saying of fndians

I 3!r lrcl$i,i3'3
Empothy

There is no need
to brake. I am
sure he will run.

to run. I am sure

L4
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IE lrci#m81g
There are differences between :

What 1ou ara thinking,

Whatyou wanttosay,

Whatpu thougt thatlou said,

Whatpu said,

What the person wantad to hear,

Whatshdhe head,

What he wand to undercbnd ,

What he thoughtthat he understwd,

Whathe undercM....

Therefore, there are at least nine reasons for people to
misunderstand !!!!

lr IE lrci$tr*g

"LffS HAYE A BPEAK"

Sdtcndan

15
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5'::H:;-jlllSl*" and Hea nn f 
^

lr IEf, tpim
Explanation of the program and related

materials
Learning objectives

have knowledge of the issues relating to adult learning

be able to conduct a training needs analysis

be able to identify the different leaming strategies and

methods which are applicable in participatory

sessions

be able to design a short training course, using

appropriate leaming strategies

r be able to develop and deliver training @urses

r be able to conduct an evaluation of the training couftie
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l'

Sectionl.
lssues relating to adult learning

Learning Obiectives

r Knowing that adults have different attitudes to

learning from children and young students

r Be able to identiff some of the issues which

distinguish adult learning

r Be able to identiff and actively address the issues

relevant to adult learning in the training session you

are going to prepare for your final assignment

It IE I lrcHi,xt.g

Pcdagogy

/t\
o$

tttffi
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r lE l" lrclm,
HEUTAGOGY

[eamermaturity and

autonomyrequired (+|

teamer
maturityand

autonomy

lnstructor control

andcourse

structurinB

rcquired (+)rcquired (.1
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lE l' rrciffis
Adults want information on the subject

r prior notification to the program

r Pre-reading sources

IT trcBfir'g
Adults want to be part of training planning

) Joint planning - decision-making,

) Determine the needs and interests of

) Clear goals and objectives,

) Level in response to needs,

) Should be carried out.
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lIf, l' rrcrffi
Adults want to be seen as a unique individual

) Calling by name
) Joining activities
) Distribute to everybody wriften material (hand out)
) Being treated with respect

E l' rp*ffis
Adults want to participate actively

) Joint planning - decision-making

) Questioning techniques

I Feedback

) The use of interactive teaching techniques

) Brainstorming

) Group work

I Group discussions

) Role play and so on
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It I

Adulb want diversity in education

) Audio-visualtools

) class lectures

) brainstorming

I group work

) group discussions

I guest speakers and so on.

lrcisfisg

lE l" rrc**s
They want to have positive feedback

) Verbal praise

) Supporting statements

I Complementary sentences and so on.
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lr IEf, l" lrclme
There are perlsonal concerns and
adults want a safe environment

) Fear of failure

I Shame, embanassment

) Compliance concem

) No doubt about the trainer, and so on

E l'' rrciffirs

Adults want a suitable environment for
learning
I The layout

) Enlightenment, aeration

Adults have individual needs
) Food, tea, toilet, telephone and so on.
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Children
) Others decide importance
) Accept information at face

value
) Expect long-term use
) Little / no experience
) Content centred
) Less actively involved
) Authority oriented

trc[n8g

Adults
I They decide importance
) Validate information versus

beliefs
) lnfo immediately useful
) Much experience
) Problem centred
) Active participation
) Collaboration oriented

IEf, l"

Adults versus Children

l" lrclsfii3.g

How to create a secure environment to
safeguard personal concerns of adults?

) Pufting the rules and expectations clear at the start

) Removing baniers between participants

) Treating everyone equally, motivating everybody for

participation

) Acting naturally
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l" trcim
Always Rememberttt

) the need to leam by doing

and discussing, lg! by just

being told

) slower leaming

) fear of failure

) having a contribution to make

) dislike of being patronised by

class room methods

trcim

High expectations to their instructors

) Accept that we are knowledgeable

) Accept our need for self-promotion and expression

) Accept our need to transfer life experienoes
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lpim
lssues relating to adult learning

Like a conductor, you
can orchestrate your
educational activity to
maximize the learning
experience for the
participant!

trcrm
Reason for attending

10
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IE IMPtrg
Maslow's Hierarchy of Human Needs

Self-actualization

Self-respect

Love and
belonging

Feeling secure

Physiological

E
Learning

T l"

Process
lplffis

The

11
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II IE l" lrcim,
Revising& A)
Repeating

f Adutt Experientiat \
Learning Cycle Retrection

Sharing

I
Generalizing 1 lnterpretingr-

IE l" lrci[rfi8'g

An old native American saying

) "Tell me and l'llforget. Show me and I may not

remember. lnvolve me and l'll understand"

) This saying captures the potential power of

including active learning strategies

) Active leaming means developing and amplementing

planned activities to engage the participant as a

PARTNER in the activity.

L2
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lr lE l" rrcrffis
What People Remember

:-

g

c
w

lr IH trcimg

What is active learning?

.lt is a planned series of actions to invite the
participant to:

experiences as part of the educational process

. The interactive components support the goal and
the educational objectives for active learning

13
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lE l" rrciffi
Planning

) Detailed information about participants

) Education widgets to review

) Prepare Self-training

) To organize the physical conditions

) Make appropriate arangements for the needs of
the participants

lEf, l" rrcm*
Composition of the group

) homogeneous in age, seniority and experience

) heterogeneous group from a variety of backgrounds
and with different levels of experience

L4
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lE l" rrcrffi
effective pre-learn ing strategy

) To help the participant focus on
the application of the material, is
to have them informally and
briefly list their personal KWL

) K= What the participant already
KNOWS about the subject

) W= What they WANT to know

) L= How they want to use what
they LEARN

IT l" lrcisrg

Key Points

) Adult learners should be addressed as equals by
the trainer

) Previous experience should be acknowledged and
used to advantage

I The training session should take into consideration
all aspects of the participants'lack of confidence

) Knowing as much as possible about the participants
will enable you to address as many issues as
possible when designing the session(s).

15
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t lE l" rrcrm

} END OF SECTION I

lf IE l" trcrffig
Section 2. Conducting a training needs analysis

Learning objectives

) Decide when a training session is the appropriate
means to address a problem or need

) Define the tasks which can be resolved by training
and identiff the elements of knowledge, skills and
attitude

) Derive general objectives for a training session from
a task analysis exercise

) ldentiff any factors which might limit the
effectiveness of the course and any complimentary
ones which will be of benefit

L6
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IT IE l" tmimg
ls training a solution?

Consultation with the client ( might be a manager, a
trade union officialor the individual themselves)

IT IBf, l" trcrm3
Tasks

) ln order to tailor the training to the needs of
participants, the actualtasks to be executed have
to be identified and analysed first.

Pbnnint r! Rorr. b sltcddil Lii.l

?f
L7
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lf IE l" trc$fii:'g
Having identified the tasks, one must consider

) What should a person know in relation to the task?
) What should a person do with this knowledge?
) What attitude is needed in relation to the task?

5
L K ,r.
-1 -, nt-l N.,'

t'Rt\'- LrRL

N5

lBt l' trclyf,i:'g

General objectives

) Derived from the task analysis

) They are the outcomes of the training

18
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lr l" lrci ,

General objectiv€si four essential functions

) a communication device between client, trainer and
participant

) the frame of reference for the contents

) Helper of designing the teaching-learning process

) the frame of reference for the evaluation strategies
and criteria

lEt l" trciw
Different types of objectives

) Objectives referring to knowledge (cognitive skills)

) Objectives referring to socialskills

) Objectives referring to psycho-physica! skills

) Objectives referring to attitude

19
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lr IE l" Irclgi,Hg

Next step D Entry level

) Compare the results of the task analysis with the
entry level of the participant group

) What knowledge, skills and attitudes do participants
already possess?

)

) So far D the personal profiles of participants in

relation to their learning styles and experiences

l" lrclsfi[E

Limitations and complementarity

Usual constraints are:

) Tme

) Budget

) Facilities

I and of course people !!

20
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l*-*-' rrciffi
Recognizing dysfunctional behavior

) Saboteur
) Sniper
) Assistant
) Trainer
) Denier
) Quiet
) Anxious

) Dominator
) Side Tracker
I Hand Clasper
) Polarizer
I Attention Seeker
) Clown

IT IE

t
Uo

I"

EaytodyhrrreltL

ffiI 0,,
Itto hoar vou

Jolnus*drr
IrBorrdmFonrms

lmlsfl"g

rii

I
RSI
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lE l--rrc*ffiE
Key points

ls training necessary?

) What are the actualtraining needs?

) From the task analysis, formulate general objectives

Define entry level knowledge and skills of the group

There will be limiting conditions @

and complementary factors which improve motivation @

I IE I" lrc$fiEg

) END OF SECTION 2

22
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lr IE lrcisfiEg
Section 3. ldentifying learning strategies
and teaching methods

Learning obiectives

) Recognize that different people learn best in
differentways

) Select appropriate teaching methods for a training
session

) Select appropriate teaching aids for teaching
methods

lE l" rrc*n=
Learning Styles

Kolb's 4 learning styles:

1. The diverger (dreamer)

2. The assimilator (thinker)

3. The converger (decision-maker)

4. The accommodator (active worker)
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l" TrcBA[g
The Nine Events of lnstruction

According to Gagn6, learning occurs in a series of
learning events. Each learning event must be
accomplished before the next in order for learning to
take place:

1. Gaining attention

2. lnforming learners of objectives: the teacher
communicates the desired outcome to the group.

3. Stimulating recall of prior learning

4. Presenting the stimulus: the teacher gives
emphasis to distinctive features.

lr l" lrcigflr'g
The Nine Events of lnstruction

5. Providing learning guidance

6. Eliciting performance

7. Providing feedback

8. Assessing performance

9. Enhancing retention and transfer

25
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Honey and Mumford's Learning Styles

1. Theorist - enjoys studying the theoretical concepts

2. Pragmatist - prefers a practical approach to
learning

3. Reflector - analyses situations to determine
outcomes

4. Activist - experiments and learns by doing
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Teaching methods

Four criteria for selecting teaching methods

1) Effectiveness

2l Attainability

3) Variation

4) Target group
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"Nothing great was ever
achieved without enthusiasm"

-Ralph Waldo Emerson

lEt l" trc[ms
10 Methods of Delivery

) Lecture
) Structured discussion
) Paneldiscussion
) Reading
) Case studies

) Role playing
) Skill application

Simulation
Games
Call to action
(issuing a challenge)
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Teaching Aids

Good teaching aids can function as:

) Support

) Add information

) Add variety
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Audio & Visual Tools

) Mdeos/DVDs
) Easel pad
) Overhead transparencies
) White boards
) Slides
) PC-based presentations
) Mock ups

lr IE l" trc$ff:E

VisualAids

200o/o

lmprove
lehrning

Source: Studies at Harvard & Columbia
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An accident in the USA

I CSB safety video on the 2009 explosion at NDK Crystal in Belvidere,

lllinois, which fatally injured a truck driver at a nearby gas station

lrcPfii:g

VisualAids

38o/o

tlmprove Retention

Source: Studies at Harvard & Columbia
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Key points

) Do not let your own learning style restrict the design
of your training course

) Choose and use one of the many teaching methods
which is appropriate for the task your participants
need to perform

) Teaching aids can help to make the teaching
method more effective.

r lE!_ l" rrc**ss

, END OF SECTION 3
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Section 4 - designing a short training
session
Learning Objectives:

) Formulate operational objectives from general
objectives

) Produce a design for a course

) Sequence contents within a design

lr IE l' tmm,
Operational objectives are ...

) The individual outcomes of the training
intervention and relate to the outcomes of the task
analysis matrix
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Macro design

At this stage make choices concerning:

) Sequence of the subjects

) Relationship between theory and practice

) Tming, whether the sessions are consecutive or
have days/weeks between them
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Sequence of the subjects

Good structuring- Efficient learning process

The sequence is determined by:
1. the entry level of the group

2. the operational objective(s) of the course / the
course component.

trcisfir'g
Sequence of the subjects

Chronological order

Concentric - where you start with a simplified
description of the whole and build layers of
knowledge and skills around this core leading to
deepening and elaborating of knowledge and skills

Exemplary - the most representative themes are
selected and elaborated. The subject matter Iearned
can be applied in similar situations.
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Sequence of the subjects

) Problem-oriented - where problems derived from
the participants' working environment are created
for participants to solve

) Psychological order - where the course starts with
the subject about which the participant has the most
questions. This can be the subject the participant
likes best, or the very opposite, the subject the
participant is most reluctant to address.

, 20 - 80 rule of Pareto - where 20% of the tasks
define 80% of the daily work. By starting with these
2Oo/o, the participant can function very quickly in
their new role.

lH l" trclffi'g
Relation between theory and practice

) Determined by the types of objectives and the
learning styles of the target group

) When skills objectives have to be attained, the
practice will make up the majority of the course
whereas if the balance of the objectives is towards
knowledge and aftitudes then theory may
predominate

) However practice-oriented assignments are always
essential because of the connection with the
participants' working situation.
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1. Consecutive course days { Uore remembering

2. Course days with various length gaps between
them rI} opportunity to apply new skills and see the
practical relevance.

l" trcim
Matrix method

. Enables to plan and
organise the course in a
flexible way

. Course objectives and
ideas for teaching
methods are written on
different Post its

. Subsequently, they can
be arranged and
reananged in a time table
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l.General objectives

) Determine the general objectives which have to be
achieved in the programme

) Write down each general objective on a'Post it'

) Use a different colour marker for each objective

) Give each objective a number.

IH l" trc}3ffi89

2. Operational objectives

) Formulate operational objectives for every general
objective

) Give a code to each of the operational objectives,
derived from the number of the relevant general
objective

) Write down each operational objective on a Post it
(use the same colour as the one you used for the
corresponding general objective)
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3. Teaching methods for each operational
objective

) For each operational objective identiff the most
appropriate teaching methods

) Finalise which method will be used later in the
process

) Write down each teaching method on a separate
Post it

lE l" rrciffi
4. Preference for teaching methods

Make the final choice in selecting a teaching method
for each operational objective.

Evaluation criteria's:
) the effectiveness of the teaching method,
) the degree of similarity between the leaming and

the working situation,
) whether the method is active or instructional
) the appropriateness of the teaching method with the

group/size.
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5. Time estimate per teaching method

The'duration' of a teaching method is influenced
and determined by:

) the complexity of the assignment.

) quality of the trainer

) group size

lrci$ffi"g

6. Fixed programme components

) Make a blueprint to the fixed programme
components

.lntroduction

. Coffee

. Lunch

. Evaluation
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) END OF SECTION 4

lr IE l" rrciffi
Section 5 - developing and delivering
training sessions
Learning objectives

) Know how to use the design for a training course to
develop a practical plan for the training session and
identify the materials needed

) Know some of the issues that affect the delivery of a
training session

) Be able to develop a micro teaching session
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Refining the operational objectives

) Think about the operational objectives and test

) A useful method for testing operational objectives is
to use the acronym SMART

II lrcilffig
Refining the operational objectives

) Specific: have you distinguished between
knowledge, skills and attitude?

) Measurable: how will you know if the objective is
achieved?

) Attainable: do the activities really correspond to the
tasks the participants are responsible for in their
job?

) Reasonable: is it reasonable to expect the
participants to achieve the objectives within this
course?

) Time based: How long is the period in which the
participants have to aftain the objectives?
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Refining other aspects of your course

The selecting and sequencing of content should be
reviewed too !ll!!

" Use the same starting point as before

but

* Use a number of additional sequencing principles
as well !!!!

lr IET I' trc*trg

Refining other aspects of your course

. Start by being ruthless.

. Obviously the selection of contents has to be
directed by the objectives.

. The course has to contain all the content that is
required to achieve the objectives,

. BUT make a positive effort to leave out content
which is not required. This is more difficult than you
might imagine.
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Developing your micro teaching session

) 15 minutes

) Choose the topic carefully

) You obtain the maximum benefit, you should try and
select one operational objective so that you can
really go through the whole process and test
yourself ln each aspect of design, development and
delivery.

IE l" lrclffig
lmplementation

) Some of the factors you will need to consider to
maximise the effectiveness of any course you
deliver are:
) Aftendance and commitment

) Group size and attitude
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I. Attendance and commitment

) The participants have to be able to make time for
the training

> Publish the time well in advance

) The other factor is location of the training sessions
> Nearthe wo*place = distmction by various job

activities
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ll. Group size and attitude

) Be flexible by preparing for a range of numbers of
participants.

) The involvement of the participants is of substantia!
importance

. Too large group for the activities allows some
participants to'hide

r poor motivation caused by poor presentation of
the training

IBf, l" lrc[mrg
Key Points

) The macro design is refined during the development
phase

) Operationalobjectives can be refined by applying the
SMART test

) Content should be reviewed to ensure only essential
topics are covered

I All other aspects should be reviewed in a similar
manner
/be ruthless
r'be careful to ensure that the course can be
delivered in the time available

r'be prepared for all eventualities.
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) END OF SECTION 5

IE lrcgfii}3

Section 6 -Evaluating atraining W
counse or session firl
Learning Objectives lr * I/'* 1

I Know the purpose and benefits of FII
evaruauon f-n

) Be able to identify those elements of a t It
training course which can be evaluated 

-r
I Know the points at which a training course

can be evaluated
I Know the difference between open and

closed questions
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Overview of the evaluation process

28-LL-2OL31O:52
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Evaluating a training

) A pilot version is given first, then, evaluation and
revision

) Atraining course has to be updated continuously

) Evaluation should always be linked to the general
and operational objectives of a training
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Evaluating a training

) Process evaluation is a measure of how well the
course enables the participants to meet the
objectives.

) Product evaluation is similar to assessment since
it measures how well a participant is able to
demonstrate their ability to meet the learning
objectives.

IE l' lrcgffB'g
Process evaluation

) accommodation
) duration of the training
) the contents
) the applicability in the workplace
) the teaching methods
) the quality of the materials
) the quality of the trainer
) the fulfilment of expectations
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Product evaluation

) verbaltest
) written test
) observation of role plays
) observation in the work place

*rue' F*lse
ar' 3ive nP

lr IEf, l- lrci#fir'g
Moments for evaluation

l.Before the training
A predictive or diagnostic test to determine the
current knowledge, skills and attitudes of the
participant.

2. During the training
Diagnostic tests
Asking the participants to reflect on the training at
the end of each session.
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Moments for evaluation

3. At the end of the training
It is usualto conduct a formalevaluation of both
the process and the product at the end of the
training

4. After the training, olr the job
Participant is back at work

lE l* trclffiE
I

Evaluation Levels

Level Measurement Focus

I Reactaon & Planned Measures participant satisfaction
Action wath the program and captttres

planned actaons.

2 Learning Measures changes in knowledge,
skills, and attitudes.

3 Applacataorr Measures changes in on-the-job
behavior.

4 Business lmpact Measures changes in business
ampa(t variables.

5 Return on Investment Compares program lrenefits to the
costs.
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Key Points

) Evaluation is an essential part of the on-going
development of a training course

) Process evaluation provides information to facilitate
learning, product evaluation evaluates the learning
which has taken place.

) Evaluation can take place before, during at the end
of and on implementation of a training course.

) Open questions ask for opinions, reason and
suggestions

) Closed questions ask for a quantifiable response

rlEl- lrciffit3

, END OF SESSION 6
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The Mind is a Wonderful Thing ...

It starts working the minute you are born and
never stops ...

Until you get up to speak!

Rosoe Drummond

IE I- Imisfl8'g

Congratulations! You are ready
to orchestrate the application of
active learning strategies in your
educational activities!
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